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PEOPLE’S CHIN

» MAY DAY ADDRESS

by Liu Shao-chi

Delivered at a higher cadru’ meclr'ng bald in Peking under the auspices of the National

Committee of (he Pacific’s Political Consullaliue Con/arena, April 29, I950.

Comrades:

With great. elation we cclebratethe first

May Day since the founding of the People's

Republic of China. Except in the liberated areas,
in past years the majority of the Chinese tellers
not only did not enjoy government protection

but were strictly prohibited by the reactionary

governments from celebrating their own festival,

They could only celebrate or pass their holi-

day under the watchful eyes of reactionary

troops. secret agents and police and in self-

sacrificing struggle.

But today as the Chinese working people

celebrate May Day, the situation is entirely

difiercnt.

The Central People’s Government has dc-

cided that May Day shall be one of the most

important omcial festivals and has directed that

factories, mills. government institutions, schools

and the People’s Liberation Army troops to

observe the day as a holiday. The people’s troops

and police, so far from preventing the people

from holding celebrations and parades, will

themselves join the people in the celebrations

and parades. It is the duty of the people’s

government to protect the labouring people and

ensure that they can celebrate their own May

Day undisturbed and with good heart. In other

words, this is the first time in history that the

majority of the Chinese working people are

celebrating their own holiday in freedom and

joy and under the protection of their own gov-

ernment. How can we here and the Chinese

labouring people all over the country fail to be

proud and elated by all this?

Comrades, what does this change mean?

It means that the great people's revolution

of China is victorious. that the labouring people

of China. have been liberated, that the regime

of the reactionary classes which oppressed us

and despised the labouring people has been over-

thrown by the people‘s forces, and that the

labouring people have established a people’s

regime with themselves as its foundation. This

is the first and greatest victory of the Chinese

labouring people in history. We celebrate this

greatest victory! We celebrate May 1, Labour

Day, of 1950! We celebrate the liberation of the

Chinese labouring people!

Comrades, why is May 1. Labour Day, worthy

of such solemn celebration by our country and

our people?

SALUTE WORLD WORKING CLASS

It is because the world of ‘man and even

man himself are the creation of labour, Labour is

the foundation on which human society exists

and develops. Workers are the creators of

civilization. Therefore, labour must command

the highest respect in the world, workers must

command the highest respect in the World, and

Labour Day must become a day most deserving

of celebration by our people and our country.

Labour Day is a festival of solidarity between

us workers and all other labouring people, a

festival of international solidarity of the workers

and the labouring people throughout the world.

On this day, We must with solemn ceremony

honour all that the workers have" created, cele—

brate all that the workers have achieved by

their labour, thank the workers for all the means

of production and life and the means of enjoy-
ment of culture and art given by them to mark

kind, and inspire the people to the highest
enthusiasm for further labour and creation. At

the Same time, we give our fraternal salute, with

the greatest enthusiasm, to the working class

and labouring people of all the countries in the

world. first and foremost the working class and

labouring people of the Soviet Union!

The Chinese people's revolution is victorious
and the Chinese working people have been

liberated, but the ideas and habits or paying
respect to the social parasitcs who never work
but live on the labour of others and of despising
work and workers have existed for thousands
of years in Chinese society, and are still alive.
In celebrating May 1. Labour Dav, we must



resolve henceforth to wipe out these utterly mis-

taken notions and habits which have done great

injustice to the working people. We must give

the labouring people'iihe honour that is due to

them, especially the labour heroes and inventors

who have made important inventions and in-

novations, and we must show our just contempt

for the social parasites who never work but live

on others. This is one of our new moral stand-

ards.

This change that is now taking place in our

country and occurred much earlier in the Soviet

Union and the People's Democracies is really the

greatest change in the history of mankind. The

Chinese people will complete the change step by

step and, by their own labour. will gradually

fashion a future for themselves oi! boundless

splendour, as the people of the Soviet Union

have done. There are perhaps at present quite

a number of people who cannot perceive the

great significance of this change, but as time

goes on people will realize more and more clearly

the magnificent prospect that is opened up by

the change that is beginning now in our coun-

try. Clearly this great change and the creation

of a magnificent future are possible only under

the leadership of the working class and the

Communist Party. Because of this change, the

Chinese working class has become the leading

class in the country. And preciselybecausc the

working class has become the leading class in

the country and is carrying out its historic

mission under the leadership of the Communist

Party, the working class is able to unite the

people throughout the country and ensure the

transition of the country to a state of wealth,

strength and prosperity and the gradual transl-

tlon from New Democracy to Socialism.

But, comrades, while we celebrate the peo-

ple's victory and see the future of unlimited

splendour, we must not forget that we still face

temporary difficulties. The Kuomintaug reac-

tionarles are still clinging to Taiwan, Choushan,

Kinrneo and other islands. Assisted by American

imperialists, they are bombing a number of our

cities and blockadlng a number of our seaports,

We must, therefore, pursue our campaign for

liberating Choushan, Klnmen and Taiwan, and

must also advance our troops into Tibet. We

must wipe out the numerous Kuomintang band—

its in a number of the newly liberated areas in

the rear._ At the same time. millions of people

adected by natural calamities, the rmult of last

year’s disasters in several provinces, must be

relieved by the state with huge sums of grain.

As _our national economic system was for-

merly of a semi—colonial nature and could not

stand on im own feet, depending for its existence
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on and working in the service of imperialism.

feudalism and bureauugztic capitalism—besides

being seriously undermined by prolonged war——

naturully great pains and elects are required to

heal the scars of war and to achieve the honor

formation of the national economic system into

one that is independent, resting on the people

and serving the people. Precisely because the

former, old economic order is already dmtroyed

while the new order is not established, serious

dislocation and anarchy emerges in various

social and economic enterprises.~And when the

false and superficial prosperity of certain enter-

prises created by the inflation and rocketing

prices of the past 12 years comes up against the

present situation of prices, with their tendency

to stability, temporary difficulties of slack mar-

kets and retrenchment of production arise. As

a result of these objective difficulties, and certain

shortcomings and errors in our own work, a

number of workers have become unemployed and

certain dlfl'lcultles have arisen for industries and

commercial concerns. The overcoming of these

difficulties depends on joint efforts of the gov-

ernment and people of all circles. And they

can be fully overcome.

why is it that our present difficulties are

such that they can be completely overcome?

It is because they are difficulties that have

occurred in the course of victory and progress.

And victory and progress contain within them~

solves all the factors for overcoming the difficul—

ties. If we can skilfully use these factors and

cram the necessary conditions, we can over-

come the difficulties. Hence, our difficulties are

temporary.

BASIC CONDITIONS

For the present we do, indeed, have dim-

cultles. This is known to all. But by analysing

the present situation, we can clearly see that

the basic conditions for the development of

China’s economy and industry have either al-

ready been creatcd or are being created. We

thus have suficient confidence that we will over-

come the present difficulties, and gradually im-

prove the situation. I will now list some of these

basic conditions:

First. Imperialism has been driven from

China and the many prerogatives of the im-

perialists in china have been abolished. The

customs and foreign trade policy of New China

has become an important means of safeguarding

the development of the industry of the new

china.
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That is to say, the key to China’s front door

is in our own pockets instead of in the pockets

of the imperialists and their running dogs, as

was formerly the case, China’s industry from

now on will not sufler from the competition of

the cheap commodities of the imperialists.

China’s raw materials will first of all supply the

needs of her own industry This clears away

one of the biggest obstacles that has hindered

the development of China‘s industry for the

past hundred years.

Second. The people’s war of liberation-is

turning to a victorious end. The People's Libero.»

tion Army recently successfully landed on Hal-

nan Island in the face of the enemy’s strong

fortifications and routed a large number of

enemy troops. The experience of liberating the

whole island—which will soon be completed—

can therefore be applied to operations against

Taiwan and other islands occupied by the enemy,

After the liberation of Taiwan, enemy bombing
and blockade will naturally come to an end.

Military and administrative expenditure by the

state will be greatly reduced. And it will be

possible to increase greatly the volume of in~

vest-nient in economic reconstruction. Our

country will be turned completely on to the path
of economic reconstruction. All this we can

clearly foresee.

Today, the Northeast is already completely

turned. to economic reconstruction. In 1950, the

Northeast People's Government, in‘ addition to

providing the Central People‘s Government with

2,800,000 tons of grain to support the war, for

relief of food shortages in deficiency areas and

for the development of production, has set aside

in its budget the equivalent of 3,900,000 ions of

grain (calculated in terms of millet south of

the Great Wall) for investment in economic

undertakings in the Northeast. According to

the report of Kao Kang, Chairman of the North-

east People’s Government, industrial production

in the Northeast amounted in 1949 to 35 per

cent of the gross industrial and agricultural

output. In 1950, the percentage will increase to

43 per cent. The industrial production of public

enterprises in the Northeast this year will be 193

per cent of the previous year.

Agricultural production will be 137 per cent

of the previous year. In 1949, the number of

workers employed in the Northeast public enter-

prises increased by 240,000. The real wages of

the workers increased on the average by 2'! per

cent. In 1950, the state will receive in profits

and depreciation from the Northeast state-run

enterprises an amount equal to almost half the

total revenue of the Northeast. The burdens of

the Northeast peasants were lightened in 1949

as compared with 1948 and will be further ne-

latlvely lightened in 1950, Private industry and

commerce in the Northeast also developed. For

instance, the number of private industrial enter-

prises in Mukden increased by 23 per cent in

1949. The number of workers employed in these

enterprises increased by 13 per cent. There are

now no unemployed workers in the Northeast.

A shortage of labour power is felt. The staride

of living of the people of the Northeast is be-

ginning to improve. The demand for all sorts

of consumer goods has greatl' increased, and

the market has greatly expanded. These things

which have already emerged in the Northeast

will also emerge in the areas south of the Great

Wall in the not distant future.

This shows that the future development of

China’s economy and industry is wholly bright.

Apart from the Northeast, vast areas south

of the Great Well have now begun to turn to

economic reconstruction The people's govern-

ment is reviving the economy at a number of

key points. The equivalent of 3,930,000 tons of

grain were invested by the Central People’s
Government in 1950 in economic enterprises.

Adding the investments, both north and south

of the Great Wall, the sum invested by the

people's government in economic enterprises
amounts to 7,920,000 tons of grain, or appro-

ximately 700 million US. dollars. Apart from

these investments, the state bank is extending

big loans to public and private enterprises. As

we all know, these investments and loans are

made by the people‘s government while we are

still facing the difficult conditions of war and

natural calamity. when the war ends, and

finance and prices are completely stable and

military and administrative expenditure is

greatly reduced, it is not hard to imagine what

vast capital investments the state will be able

to apply to economic enterprises. Without doubt.
it will promote the swift rehabilitation and

development of the economy.

Third. Land reform has been completed in

Northeast and North China, except for Suiyuan
province In Honan province and some other
areas it will also be completed this year In

various newly liberated areas, land reform will

begin this autumn in accordance with the decree

of the people’s government. Land reform

throughout the whole country will be basically
completed within the next two or three years.
In this way, the productive potentialities of the

rural districts will be set free, resulting in an

adequate supply of grain and raw materials for
the cities. At the same time the problem of
markets for industrial development will be solved.
Taking the example of Northeast China. again,



the sale of cloth in the Northeast was 800,000

bolts in 1947, 1,200,000 bolts in 1948, 3,200,000 in

1949 and in 1950 is expected to reach nine million

bolts. Two million five hundred thousand bolts
_

have been Etna during the first quarter of 1950.

In other words, after land reform the peasants

production has increased, their standard of living
has improved, their purchasing power has great-

ly risen and the market for industrial goods has

expanded considerably. We have created or are

now creating the most fundamental and im-

portant conditions for stimulating industrial

development. After the completion of the land

reform and after two or three reasonably good

harvests, the present shrunken purchasing power

in the rural districts will be swiftly revived and

will gradually increase so that industry and

commerce in the urban areas will flourish. This

is beyond any shadow of doubt.

Fourth. At the present time, the financial

Ind economic work of the state has been unified,

the state revenue and expenditure arc approach-

ing balance, and We shall shortly be able to

attain complete balance and currency and prices

will soon become stabilized. This is in the in-

terests of the majority of the people throughout

the country.

Apart from the victories ot the People‘s

mueration Army at the front. this is the greatest

achievement for the people of the Central

People's Government since its inauguration.

Historically, Chinese finance and economics have

never been unified. For many decades, state re-

venue and expenditure were never balanced and

the reactionary governments issued a large vo-

lume or banknote: and contracted large domes-

Llc and foreign loans every 'year to maintain

their existence. Financial and price stability

have been unknown in china for the past twelve

years and the people had to pay heavily for

the losses suifercd through inflation.

The people's government, however, carried

out important measures and attained results in

a. very short time, with the war not yet over

and despiteflmd shortages as well as the 1m;

perlalist blockade. This is something which no

reactionary government could possibly achieve

and in fact could only be achieved by a genuine

people's government. This proves that out

slogan for the unification of china is not an

empty slogan, but one full of serious political.
military and economic content.

This is an extremely important step forward

for our country. With this step. the conditions

have been erected for the rehabilitation and

development or all legitimate industrial and

commercial and other productive enterprises. so

that capital will not be used for speculation or

squandered in inflation. but used' for legitimate

industry, commerce and other productive en-

terprises.

Naturally, some sufferings and difficulties

are inevitably sound'm arise in this period as

the new, progressive situation is born. They

are like the labour pains just before childbirth.

In order to balance the budget and stabilize

prices, the people's government has had to be

very strict about collecting public grain and

taxes, issuing public bonds and cutting down

expenses The only alternative was further in»

nation and fluctuating commodity prices. But

the strict collection or public grain and taxes and

the issue of public bonds have added to some

of the burdens of the people in rural 'and urban

areas and led to dimculties for many. As a.

result of economy in expenditure, several million

army personnel and government functionaries

are continuing to live under the frugal supply

system and it is impossible or hardly possible

for them to look after their families, many of

whom have to live a hard life or even a hungry

life. Thus dmiculties arise for them too. This

h one of the expressions of the labour pains.

Out of these pains emerges a, new situation

wherein the financial budget is approaching
balance and commodity prices are approaching

stability.

With the emergence of this new situation

of stable prices, the kind of hoarding that was

done in the past has ended and speculators have

had to put on the market the goods which they

hoarded. Many consumers who bought and

stored away considerable quantities of consum-

er goods in time of inflation do not for the time

being buy consumer goods, even though they

have money in hand. They keep their money

in their pockets instead or deposit it in the bank.

Goods cannot therefore be sold quickly and so

prices go down. Cash deposits in the banks

increase greatly and the banks find it hard to

loan the money out. A number of factories are

over-producing and many shops moot sell their:

stocks of goods. They find it «limoult to keep

Gains and so the phenomenon arises that part

of the workers became unemployed. Such are

the Meringu and diniculties which inevitably

arise when commodity prices approach stability

and, moment, they an unavoidable. M,
n
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With the emergence of the new situation,

some pain and hardship might certainly be re-

duced if all the doctors and assistants in the

maternity hospital of our people’s government
were first-rate and if there were sudicient equip-
ment and medicines for midwifery. But the fact

is that not every doctor and assistant in the

hospital is first—rate, and the equipment and

medical preparation work are not sufficient. In.

their various creative activities they can only
work and study at the same time, step by step

drawing conclusions from their experience and

adding to it. They have thus not been able to

avoid some avoidable suffering and hardship.

In other words, there are shortcomings and

errors in the work of many of our comrades.

Serious efforts must be made to correct these

shortcomings and errors. We hope that the

mass or the people will develop criticism of the

work of the government and put forward proper

suggestions so as to ensure that the government

personnel will correct their shortcomings and

errors and so reduce unnecessary sufferings and

difficulties.

Yes, there are shortcomings and errors.

There are sufierings and difiicultiec. But, after

all, a new situation is emerging before us, in

which revenue and expenditure are approaching

balance and prices are approaching stability.

Comrades! Countrymen of all circles!
_
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you teeth, continue exerting your efforts and

after some time the critical phase will pass. Our

sufferings and difficulties are a, purely temporary

phenomenon. This is beyond doubt.

Fifth. The international conditions for

carrying out our construction work are also very

semi. After the end of the War and the unifica—

tion of the whole country, we shall urgently need

a peaceful environment to carry out our econo-

mic construction. In the diplomatic sphere, the

people's government, of course, earnestly pursues

a policy of peace and fights for the defence of

world peace side by side with the Soviet Union

and the New Democracies.

It is very clear that the imperialists are

extremely hostile to the liberation of the Chinese

people. The American imperialists are still help—

ing the Chiang Kai-Shel; gang in Taiwan and

engaging in all sorts of conspiratorial and dis-

ruptive activities against New China. Therefore,

the people throughout the country and the Peo-

ple's Liberation Army must enhance their

Vigilance, resolutely liberate Taiwan, consolidate

national defence and be prepared to counter any

possible imperialist provocation.
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However, the imperialist camp of aggression,

headed by the United states, has already met

with and will continue to meet with the resolute

resistance of all peace-loving people throughout

the world. The strength of the camp of peace

and democracy, headed by the soviet Union, has

seen unprecedented growth. If the imperialists

dare to stage a. provocation and launch a war of

adventure, the result will be the complete doom

of the imperialist system, As a, result of Lhe

signing of the Bind-Soviet Treaty of Friendship.

Alliance and Mutual Assistance, we have acquired
a powerful ally. As Chairman Mao Tee-tuna

said, this will free our hands to carry out con-

struction work. we have also received low-

interest loans and the help of specialists from

the soviet Union. Moreover, we are co-opemting

with the Soviet Union in setting up several enter-

prises which we would have been unable to start

by ourselves in the near future. This will re-

duce the diiiiculties arising from lack of capital

and experience.

summing up the above-mentioned favour-

able conditions, it can be seen that without

doubt our present diinculties will be overcome

one by one, our economic situation will gradually

improve after a short period of hardship and

will change fundamentally for the better in two

or three years.

THE PRESENT TASKS

From this analysis, we can see clearly what

should be the present tasks and the direction of

effort of the Chinese people. The Central Com-

mittee of the Communist Party of china, in the

38 slogans which it issued for May Day, has

clearly and correctly posed the tasks on all

fronts and I shall only add a few remarks on

the following points.

. ‘1. The liberation of Taiwan and Tibet, the

wlplng out of all bandits and enemy agents and
the consolidation of national defence.

People's Liberation Amy troops at the front

should prepare actively for the campaign to
liberate Tibet and Taiwan and other enemy-oc-
cupied islands, and thus end the nationwide
war. People’s liberation Army troops, public se~

curity organizations and troops 'on duty in the
rear must, as swiftly as possible, wipe out all
bandits and secret agents and safeguard social
order, thus enabling the people to engage in
production with peaceful minds. At the same
time troops in the rear should also engage in
production and general education, raise the level
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of their military technique and consolidate na-

tional defence. These are the foremost demands

of the people at the present moment. People

all over the country, including the people of

Taiwan and Tibet, should devote their full en-

ergy to supporting and co-opcrating with the

People‘s Liberation Army in fulfilling these

glorious tasks. But now we want to say a few

words to the KMT generals on Taiwan

and other islands and to the rulers of Tibet:

Stop your futile resistance immediately, sever

all relations with the imperialists and send re—

presentativcs to negotiate with .the People's

Liberation Army. Either cross over to the

People’s Liberation Army, or lay down your arms

in Ito-ordination with the People's Liberation

Army’s operations to Liberate these places. Only

by doing this. will it be possible for the people's

government to pardon your past crimes. Only

thus will you have the barest reason for asking

the people’s government to forgive your past and

observe your luture actions. This is your last

.chance to obtain the people’s pardon.

2. Readiustmcnt of industry and commerce

and the relations between public and private

cums.

The Central People’s Government, in accord-

ance with the Common Programme and the

directions of Chairman Mao Tsc-tung, will take

certain concrete measures to readjust industry

and commerce and the relations between public

and private enterprises. This will permit the

organization and planning of the economic life

of our country in the present circumstances, so

as to enable the derangement and anarchy in

the relations between public and private enter-

prises and between different branches of enter-

prises to be overcome.

The people’s government must render assist-

ance to those private productive enterprises

which can possibly be maintained, which are

beneficial to the national economy and the live-

lihood of the Double, but which are facing

climculties. The proprietors and the workers of

ithose enterprises also must jointly do everything

{in their power to ensure that these enterprises

:may be maintained and wait for conditions to

:improve.

It is extremely important to centralize and

allocate all the orders for and processing of

goods or the state institutions and state enter»

prises in the most appropriate manner. in order

to reodJust industry and commerce and the re-

lations between public and private enterprises

and overcome the present dimculties. The

mount of these orders and volume or processing

are very great and defects and losses have very

often occurred owing to lack of proper centraliza—

tion and allocation. Our military and admin-

istrative institutions and enterprises must take

all possible steps to draw up systematically their

budgets of orders and processing for given

periods, especially the budgets for large orders

and processing, and hand them to the industrial.

commercial and trading institutions, together

with their own views. At the same time, the

industrial. commercial and trading institutions

in (liflerent places must demand from their local

publicly and privately-owned productive enter-

prises factual reports on the conditions of pro-

duction. They must investigate these conditions

and report them to their superiors. This will

enable our central industrial, commercial and

trading institutions to centralize and allocate

the various state orders and processing pro-

perly and to adjust the production of the various

enterprises properly. In this way, the state

institutions, on the one hand, can avoid certain

unnecessary losses and. on the other. regulate

the market and adjust production, extend relief

to many productive enterprises which are facing

difficulties and stimulate the development of new

productive enterprises. In regard to state orders

and processing, it is necessary to give considera—

tion to the industries and commerce in Shanghai

which are facing particular dlfiiculties.

3. The shift of certain kinds of production

to other trades and the way out for private

capital.

There is no future for enterprises which

served imperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic

capitalism in the past, such as those making

high-grade consumer goods and goods used for

superstitious purposes or for businesses dealing in

commercial speculation, and financial businesses

dealing in' usury and stock market speculation.

All such enterprises should turn to other trades.

Some industries which are suffering from tem—

porary over~production, such as the cigarette.

match and soap industrim. have temporarily to

reduce their production or turn to other trades.

Some industries must earnestly make substantial

changes in their products to suit the needs of

the peasants before they can expand their mar-

ket. Moreover, because speculatldh has ceased.

large sums of idle capital are available in so-

ciety to be invested in production.

Fundamentally, these are without doubt good

phenomena.

cause some pain. The reduction of output. the

suspension of work, the shift to other trades,

will inevitably-cause some workers to become

unemployed and others to change their occupa-

tion. At present there are some people raising

Without doubt, also, they will’
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the question: I am willing to change to another

trade but what to turn to? Will the pleopie’s

government please tell me, what are the enter-

prises which may be operated? it is correct to

raise this question.

In order to answer each one of these ques-

tions concretely a'nd precisely. there must he

concrete investigation and study. I can here

only make a reply along general lines. That is.

all those enterprises can be operated which pro»

neriy serve the needs of the people, especially

those which properly serve the needs of the

peasants and which cannot at present be operat-

ed by the state or which, though put into opera»

tion. are still small in number. Communica-

tions and transport and those branches of in-

dustry which serve the revival of national

economy at key points as well as medical enter<

prises can also be operated. Apart from these,

the state will sign contracts under suitable con—

ditions with private persons and permit them to

operate the exploiting and refining of certain

special minerals, the building or certain factories,

the installation of certain power stations.

The people’s government has not at present

forbidden private persons to set up any enter-

prises which are beneficial to the people and do

not exercise a dominant influence over the peo—

ple's livelihood. The sphere of operation of pri-
valte enterprises is therefore very wide. Certain

inappropriate phenomena of competition be-

tween state and private productive enterprises,

and inappropriate conditions in ordering and

processing goods should be corrected in the work

of readinsting industry and commerce.

Labour-capital relations may also be directed

into mormal'channels by labour legislation of

the state, collective agreements and labour-

capital consultative organs. Hence. private
capital is not without a way out. Of course, the

enterprises should be conducted honestly and

there should be no fear of expending some en-

ergy and capital in the operation of those really
beneficial to national economy and livelihood of

the people. The people's government will give
the necessary facilities and direction to those

entrepreneurs who are honest and do not With»

hold from spending energy and capital in pro-

duction and will help them to avoid planless-

ness and to succeed in their enterprises.

4. Relief for the people aflccted by natural

calamitiesv and for unemployed workers.

As the result of the efforts made by the

people’s government and the broad masses of

the people to transport grain, we can certainly
say that the food supply situation this year is

assured.

The wheat harvest is now only forty odd

days away. The present moment is critical for

relief work and, therefore, relief workers in

such places should not hold the relief grain in

reserve sent to them by the government. They

should distribute it swiftly in-accordance with

the policy of organizing the people in the af-

fected areas to help themselves in production,
thus enabling them to pass through the difficult

period. As a result of the efforts of the people
themselves and large-scale organizational work

of the people's government, we are certain to.

get through this year’s period of food shortage

without an iota of relief grain from foreign

countries. Having helped the Chiang Kai-she}:

gang to kill several millions of Chinese people,
the American imperialists suddenly became phi-

lanthropic and said they would come here to

relieve the people in the affected areas. The

purpose of their so-called relief is to conduct

subversive activities among the people of the

affected areas of China. The Chinese people

welcome really weil-intentioned assistance from

abroad. but as to the ”good intentions" of the

imperialists, we have learned enough. We do

not need these people to come to conduct sub-

versive activities.

Since certain economic enterprises must on—

avoidably contract, suspend work or Shift into

other occupations, all possible relief must be

given to unemployed workers in all major cities.

This is absolutely necessary and may not be de-

ferred. The Central People‘s Government has

decided to allot a certain amount of grain and

money and, at the same time, has asked the in-

dustrialists and merchants. as well as employed

workers, to contribute some money as a. relief

fund for unemployed workers. The Ministry of

Labour of the Central People's Government is

now drafting measures for the relief of unem-

ployed workers and is preparing to set up relief

departments and employment agencies for un-

employed workers in all major cities. Before the

measures of the Central People’s Government are

made public, temporary relief measures may and

should be taken in Shanghai and certain other

cities. Former governments of China never

helped the unemployed workers, but the people’s

government, although it is still confronted by

difficulties. will decide on practical relief mea-

sures for unemployed workers and will carry

them out.

5. Future land reform.

The land reform should be carried out this

autumn in those parts of the newly liberated

areas where preparatory work has been done.

But these regions should not be too extensive. In

view of the fact that victory has now been

basically won, only the iandlords‘ land and pub-
lic land should in future be confiscated and
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distributed in land reform to landless and land-

poor peasants. Landlords will also be given a

similar share and the rich pcasants’ land and

property should not be touched. Other proper-

ties of the landlords will not be subject to con—

liscatlon and distribution, with the exception of

those means of production needed by the pea—

sants. These points will be regulated in detail

in the forthcoming new agrarian law. On the

basis of past experience, the land reform in

future should be carried out with leadership,

preparation and order. Disorder cannot be per-

mitted. Therefore, we must not be impatient

to complete the land reform in all newly liberat-

ed areas, but must carry it out step by 5WD.

period by period and area by area. If we can

mainly carry out land reform throughout the

country in the coming three years, that will be

quick enough and a very big success.

6. Serious correction of shortcomings and

errors and the training or cadres.

since the field armies of the People's Libera-

tion Army began the advance to the South and

the Northwat on April the 20th last year, the

entire Chinese mainland, with the exception of

Tibet, and its 300 million population, have been

liberated Within this very brief period. The

territory under our control is vast and the vari-

ous features of the work are heavy and cook

pucated. We have insufficient experienced cadres

and large numbers of new cadres have joined.

All these factors, plus the lack of time for train—

ing, have caused many shortcomings and errors

to arise in the course of attaining these great

achievements. We must have an overall view

of the question. That is, we should see both the
,

Achievements and the shortcomings and errors

in the work; both the hard work and the defects

of the cadres, Under—estimation of any aspect

should be avoided. Now people throughout the

country are acclaiming our achievements and at

the same time are demanding that we correct

the shortcomings and errors which have already

occurred. We should face these shortcomings

and errors squarely and correct them. The Cen-

tral Committee of the Communist Party of

China has already decided to expand criticism

and Selbcriticism and to train each-a. Alter

thae steps have been taken, we believe that

our shortcomings and errors will be corrected.

The most fetal among our mistakes is that

of merely enforcing orders. We have a consider-

able number of cadres who, although striving

to fulfil the tasks assigned to them by the state

and the Party. do not take the trouble to execute

them according to the policies of the state and

the Party. They do not fulfil those tasks within

the Innis of strictly pursuing the policies of the

state and the Party. Instead, they adopt a rude

manner of work, taking no heed of the actual

situation and its possibilities, unwilling to con-

sult the local people humbly but sil'nply fulfilling

the tasks. The result is that tasks have bear

fulfiled, but the people have suffered losses

which were entirely avoidable. Such simple en-

forcement of orders is quite serious in the work

of levying public grain,’ collecting taxes and

selling Victory Bonds, and it has arouSed the

dissatisfaction of many persons. If this is not

corrected, we shall be estranged from the masses,

Before long, we shall carry out agrarian reform

over a. Vast territory and it will be dithcul’t to

do this work well without taking out time for

training cadres.

Concerning such an erroneous style of work

among our cadres, the oentral Committee of the

Communist Party of China has every year been

giving instructions emphasizing the need for its

correction. But, even after it has been corrected

repeatedly, it may recur.

The Communist Party now has a. member-

ship of four million, nearly half of whom have

been members of the Party for just two and a

half years, two years, one year or even a few

months. During the past year or more, we have

taken over large numbers of old personnel to

work in government institutions. In this en—

tirely new situation, we are required to under-

take large-scale training work immediately, and

first of all the training of cadres. The main

task will be to review our work and correct

authoritarian styles of work and, secondly, to

correct other mistakes and shortcomings.

Comrades! If our style of work is better,

our shortcomings and mistakes less, and our

work better done, then we can the better unite

with the people throughout the country and

encourage their enthusiasm, further strengthen

the people, enable our country and people to

tide over the present difficulties more quickly

and create a bright future. All these are ob-

jectives which we set ourselves to achieve as

we celebrate May Day this year.

long live May Day—the great day of unity

of the labouring people throughout china and

throughout the world!

'Long live the unity and co-operation of all

nationalities, all democratic classes, all demo-

cratic parties and groups and all people’s

organisations throughout Chianti
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NEW CHINA HAS CONQUERED INFLATION

The victor-y achieved by the chinese people on

the financial and economic front has been as decisive

as that won on the military front. Despite the

iaets that the War of Liberation is still in progr s,

that a blockade of the Chinese coast is still mainc

tained under the aegis of the imperialists, and that

some parts of the country are affected by food

shortages, inflation has been enectively checked and

the ederts to balance the budget and to stabilize

prices have been crowned with success,

Last December the Central People’s Govetnv

merit announced its first budget—c practical

budget unprecedented in Chinese history. The

balance of payments in the calendar yecr of 1949

shows a deficit of some 66 per cent, which may be

taken to account for the four series of increases in

commodity prices which took place during the year,

'The year 1950 presents a very difi'erent story: since

thc liberation of the entire 'maillland is basically

assured, the Central Peuplo's Government has

aimed to approach a balanced budget. Budgetary

estimates show that state revenue from tunes,

public grain, and victory bonds, etc., will amount to

33.5 per cent of expenditure, leaving a deficit of

only 11.5 per cent.

Last February the Government again reviewed

the situation and found an overall improvement It

Was decided that the deficit could be further reduced.

The following month the Government announced

the Plan for the Centralized Management of the

Nation's Financcs and Economy in which further

measures were set forth for consolidating the coin

trol of financial and economic operations on a

national scale, with special reference to finance,

trade, and cull‘ency, in order to stop inflationary

trends which 11nd gone on unchecked (luringy tho

last twelvc years, The Government set itself to

realize three goal

a) to balance revenue and expenditure by economy

in spending. Emphasis will be put on four

items, namely, the liberation of Taiwan and

Tibet (Hainan is now already freed); the

ensuring of an adequate standard of living ior

government cadres, educational personnel and

members oi the armed forces; the allocation

and transport of foodstufis to guard against

ianrine; and the rehabilitation of the national

economy.

1)) to cfi‘ect an equilibrium in the allocation of

goods by placing the state trading concerns

throughout the country under the unified con-

trol or the central authorities in this way,

goods can be allocated and transported so as to

even out conditions of supply and demand.

c) to bring about an equilibrium in the flow of

paper currency in and out of the state bank.

It is the hope of the Government to recall sur-

plus notes to the treasury by means of taxation,

the floating of bonds. sales of goods by state

tradinp concerns and an increase in bank

deposits. The People's Bank of China is

designated as the central ercen to conduct such

a redistribution of currency.

In the period of less than two lnnnths’ time

since the Plan for the Centralized Manazement of

the Nation’s Finances and Economy was put into

operation, a great change has come over China’s

finances and economy. In the first place, a balanc—

ing of the budget is in sight. Secondly, as a result

of a cu-ordinuted allocation of goods. shops are now

filling up with commoditi s. As state trading con-

cerns pour goods into the market, merchants are

cornnelled to give up hoarding and try to get rid

of stocks in hand. For the first time, retail prices

in the shops are lower than those quoted in state

trading concerns. It wns something of a surprise

that a bag of flour produced twelve years ago in

Harbin was offered on the Tientsin market This

marked the end oi a long period of reliance on,

honrding and speculation as a means nf earning a

living. Taking the country as a whole, prices have

dropped on an average of more than 20 per cent.

Thirdly, an equilibrium in the recall and disburse.

nrent of hank-notes has now been successfully

realized: new issues of bankenotes have ceased.

Deposits in banks have more than doubled.

Such achievements, as Comrade Liu Shae—chi,

ViceeClrair-man of the Central People’s Government,

pointed out in his May Day address, are unpreced—

ented in the history oi China. The people’s govern-

ment has carried out important financial and

economic measures and achieved substantial results

in a very short space of time.

It is only to be expected that the imperialists

are shocked to find China victorious in the battle

against inflation and in stabilizing its national
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economy. They may resort to propaganda to

magnify certain of our dilhculties, but their shorts

will fail. To quote Vice—Chairman Lin Shae-chi:

“Naturally, some sufierings and difiicultics are ins

cvitably bound to arise in this period as the new,

progressive situation is born. They are like the

labour pains just before childbirth." He also noted

that “they are dilfieulties that have occurred in the

course of victory and progress. And victory and

progress contain within themselves all the factors

for overcoming the difficulties. If we can skilfully

use these factors and create the necessary condi—

tions, we can overcome the dilficulties, Hence, our

difficulties are temporary."

New Chins has definitely turned the corner. lts

financial and economic condition is steadily im-

proving. As Chairman Mao Tse-tung pointed out

at the Central People‘s Government Council meeting

on April 13: “The financial condition of our country

has bcgun to improve. This is a good sign. How-

ever, in order to bring about a fundamental turn

for the better in the overall financial and economic

situation, the fulfilment of the following three con.

ditions is imperative, namely, completion of agrarian

reform, readjustment of existing trade and indus-

tries, and considerable retrenchment in military and

administrative expenditure by the state. While these

measurcs should be carried out step by step, they

can be completely realized. Then, fundamental im-

provements in our situation can be expected."

The direction of financial and economic develop-

ments in Chins in the months to come is therefore

aimed at giving an improving situation a “funda-

mental turn for the better."

PROLOGUE T0 TAIWAN

When the Chinese people learned of the libera—

tion 0f Hainan, their first thought Was to con-

gratulate their compatriots there whose long ordeal

under the KMT had now at long last been ended.

The reports of KMT atrocities on Hainan, the

usual sickening record of multiplying takes, cal-rup—

ts'on, ruthless conscription and despoilation, filled the

people of liberated China with the profoundest in.

dignation. As the island detachment of the People‘s

Liberation Army grew, the local KMT warlords in.

creased their savage persecutions of all who sup-

ported the cause of liberation The brave and eager

way the people of Hainan volunteered their aid to

the PLA landing parties testified to the depth of

their hatred for the American-supported tyrants.

The victorious completion of the Human cam-

paign opens a new clupter in the glorious annals of

the People’s forces. Though they had wiped out

7,500,000 KMT troops on'the mainland, their qunlo

ities had not yet been tested on the see. Now within

a fortnight since the main landing on April 17, the

PLA has planted its triumphant flag atop the Five

Finger Mountains.

As Comrade Liu Shae-chi points out in his May

Day address (printed as a supplement to this mini»

her), the brilliant success of this amphibious opera»

tion, ending in the liberation of Hainan, demonstrates-

the PLA’S mastery of the art of sea—borne landings.

The Chinese people are assured of the impending

liberation of Taiwan. The Hainan campaign was

its prologue.

SALUTE To A STAUNCH

COMRADE-lN-ARMS

The Chinese people are deeply grieved by the

death of one of their staunrhest American friends,

Agnes Smedleyr _

Miss Smcdley, the daughter of a miner, placed

her cntire life in the service of all peoples struggling

to free themselves from imperialist servitude. The

end of World War. I found her incarcerated in a New

York penitentiary, arrested by the American govern-

ment at British request because of her fearless

efforts to help the Indian revolutionary movement.

After her release, she worked her passage to Europe

where she continued her selfrsacrificing support for

every antidmperialist cause. She first came to China

in 1923, shortly after Chiang Kai-shek had betrayed

China’s revolution and drowned it in blood. Without

hesitation, she took up the cause of the Chinese

Later she managed on

ang's cordon
revolutionary movement,

several occasions to slip through Chi

into the Liberated Aseasflu {eat of considerable

personal risk ito share the hard life nf those whose

fight she had made her fight

Miss Smedley’ll talented and emotiomcharged

writings have served as an important bridge between

the revolutionary Chinese people and progressives

throughout the world. The ferocity with which

General Douglas MacArthur and his ilk have relent—

lessly hounded Agnes Smedley to her death is an

ulcdlent yardstick for measuring her impressive

contribution to China‘s struggle against American

imperialism.

The Chinese people will always cherish the

memory of this heroic daughter of the American

people, whose whole life stands as a monument to

the true and lasting friendship of these two great

peoples.
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THE FINANCIAL AND FOOD SITUATION
Chen Yun

The first question on which I want to report

til the Government Council meeting is the financial

situation.

The nation's financial situation has taken a turn

for the better during the four months since the

1950 state budget was passed by the fourth meeting
of the Central People's Government Council, held

on December 2 last year. Over 70 per- cent of the

autumn levy of public grain is already stored in the

cranaries. With the exception of the southwest

area, where public grain is still being collected be-

cause of its more recent liberation, all areas of

China have collected most of the public grain levy.
Income from taxation is gradually increasing in the

areas liberated earlier last year. Up to the present

time, payment has been received for 72 per cent of

the first issue of the Victory Bonds. Personnel lists

covering public functionaries and teachers are at

present being drawn up. The total personnel in the

government, public institutions and army has not yet

exceeded the number stipulated in the budget and,

moreover, the present number can be further reduced.

During thc' past four months, many special con-

ferences have been held by the financial and economic

departments of the Central People’s Government and

the 1950 financial and operational plans have been

Wul’ked out in further details Dul'lllg these four

months, part of the state revenue has been collected.

Because of the llhe'l'blfion cf the southeast area, income

tax returns will be higher than budget estimates

made last December: Now expenditures can also

be more accurately estimated than at the time the

budget was passed. Although a deficit between in~

tome and expenditure still exists, it is two-fifths

less than the 1950 budget estimate. January and

February this year were a period of preparation for

the centralized management of the nation’s finance

and economy and so the financial deficit for that

period was still not small. However. starting with

March, the deficit will further decrease during the

next ten months and a balance may be nearly reach-

ed for the whole year’s period.

lf the income from taxation and Victory Bonds

is fulfiled according to plan, if the part of the public

grain for sale and the products of the state—owned

enterprises can be sold according to schedule and

the money thus called back, if there is no important

change in revenue and expenditure, then the size of

cuss YUN ls Vlceol’renliu of the Government Admlnhlfl—

lion Cnuncili and concurrently chairman of the Committee of

Financial and Economic Allure. This is his report to tho

Centrd ycoplc's Government Council It lb menu: union on

Aurll lll. with.

the hank—note issue required to make up the budget

deficit will be reduced to a minimum. The financial

and price situation throughout the country will then

begin to take a turn for the better.

The people of our country have suilered enough

from inflation lf inflation can be checked, thus

stabilizing currency and prices, this will conform to

the hopes of the people and the economic needs of the

state. It is, therefore, the responsibility of the Cen—

tral People’s Government to strive to carry this out.

Even before the conclusion of the war, the

state’s revenue and expenditure are approaching a

balance. For this we must thank the People's

Liberation Army, which heroically and swiftly

liberated Chlna’s mainland; we must thank the army

and government personnel, public functionaries,

teachers and workers who work strenuously and

endure a hard life; and we must especially thank

the people throughout the country who enthusiastic-

ally dehver then- public grain, pay their taxes and

buy Victory Bonds. without these concerted efforts,

it would not be possible for our revenue and expendi-

ture to approach a balance or for currency and

prices to become relatively stable, Therefore we

hope that the people throughout the country and

all army and government personnel, public function

aries, teachers and workers will continue their con.

certed etl'orts, overcome all difficulties and achieve

the further improvement of the financial, economic

and price situation which we all hope for. It should

be pointed out that this aim is not visionary. lt

can be fully realized if the people throughout the

country and the government jointly cxert all their

efforts. The chiet reason is that, in accordance wlth

the plan we are now carrying out, revenue and ex-

penditure in public finance are approaching equi .

brium. This basically dificrs from last year's situation.

Last year, the financial situation and commodity

prices underwent four blg fluctuations Certain

fluctuations also occurred in January and February

this year. This was because the state's financial de-

ficit constituted two—thirds of last year’s expenditures,

During the interim period between the price

fiuctuations, there were times when currency and

commodity prices were comparatively stable. But

such stability was transitor- . It was not the result

of any reduction in the deficit.

0n the contrary, owing to the monthly increase

in military and government expenditures, the deficit

also increased month by month, bringing about in-

stability in currency and commodity prices. The

temporary stability which occurred last year may
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be attributed to the expansion of China's liberated

areas, which increased the region in which the

people's currency circulated, or to the fact that cer—

tain seasonal commodities came on the market.

Since temporary stability was due to these condi—

tions and not to a balance in the state's revenue

and expenditure of public finance, subsequent fluctua-

tions were unavoidable.

At present the situation is different. Revenue

and expenditure are nearly balanced, the deficit is

reduced to a minimum, and the government has

made the necessary preparations to keep certain

main commodities on hand so as to regulate army

and civ an supplies and market prices.
1f in the future small monthly amounts of addi—

tional currency should be issued, the main purpose

will not be to cover a deficit. This is the basic

difference from the situation last year.

The people throughout the country, including
industrialists and merchants, have faced inflation

throughout the past 12 years. Their way of

living and conducting business cannot but be pattern-
ed upon the conditions of the past. But it must be

realized that conditions are beginning to change.
The change from the stable pre-war financial situa-

tion to the subsequent inflation of the past 12

years caused profound losses and suflering to the

people and to law—abiding industrialists and mer-

chants.

We should also realize that the present transi—

tion i-rorn a prolonged period of fluctuating currency

and commodity prices to a period of stability pre<

sents certain diliiculties, This is especially true

because after 12 years of war, the purchasing power

of the people has fallen sharply. and some of the

industrial and commercial enterprises have long

engaged in speculation.

Therefore, we hope that industrialists 'nnd meri

chants throughout the country will become aware

of this change and make necessary preparations to

overcome the difficulties arising out of the change.

We hope that they will strive jointly with the govern-

ment to improve the situation We also hope that

those who Lived by speculation during the inflation

will change their former behaviour and turn to law-

ful business, so as not to go against the country's

interests and their own.

it should be noted that our difficulties arise out

of a change from bad to good; therefore the dithcul-

ties can only be temporary. A continued fan in

prices would not be beneficial to the national

economy, and the government will take appropriate

steps to stabilize prices if the decline continues.

To readjust revenue and expenditure, to reduce

deficits—these are only part of the work of public

finance. There are a number of defects in our work

which need correction. in financial and economic

work there are many important questions still to be

solved. For instance: inequities in levying public

grain should be corrected; the present tax regula-

tion: should be re-exnmined in the light of Actual

conditions and unsuitable ones should be amended;

tax levies and Victory Bond subscriptions should be

reasonable and appropriate; faulty styles of work

among certain personnel in collecting taxes should

be corrected; tax collectors should receive training;

corruption, embezzlement and tax evasion should be

prevented.

Relations between smte»flwned and privately.
owned enterprises should be readjusted to ensure

that the principle of “taking into account both public

and private interests" will be embodied in realistic

policies and concrete measures. Labour—capital r-ela.

Lions in private enterprises should be further im-

proved. The management of publicly—owned enter.

prises should also be improved. The planning of

production and operations in public and private

enterprises should be fostered and blindness in busi—

ness activities reduced.

Therefore, the Committee of Financial and

Economic Affairs of the Government Administration

Council will in the forthcoming months call certain

necessary conferences to formulate certain essential

decrees and orders and to focus the work on read.

justing industry and commerce. During the six

months after the establishment of the Central

People’s Government, the Committee of Financial

and Economic Aflairs concentrated on public finance.

This was entirely necessary. As a result, the objev

tires of balancing revenue and expenditure and of

stabilizing prices were achieved. Star-ting now, the

work in the next few months will centre on the

readjustment of industry and commerce so as to

attain certain possible and necessary achievements,

as well as on carrying through the present correct

policies in our financial Work and correcting such

deviations as have occurred,

The second question on which i will report to

the Government Council meeting is the situation

arising from the calamities of last year and our

preparatory work in regard to food and relief this

year.

Serious calamities occurred last year in many

places. The gravity 0f these calamities was funda-

mentally the result of the prolonged destruction

caused by the aggressive war of Japanese imperial-

ism and the counter-revolutionary War of the KMT

reactiollarieh hacked by American imperialism. It

was the result of the prolonged destruction of our

productive capacity and water conservancy works by

imperinlism and the KMT reactionhl-ies.

But considering the country as a whole, last

year’s harvest was not bad. With ‘he exception of

a few cases of drought, most of last year's disasters

were floods. Quite a few places in northern Anhwei,

northern Kisngsu and Shantung provinces in East

China, as well as Hopei and Pingyuan provinces in

yea, some provinces had more than an ordinary

North China, sufiered serious calamities. Certain

places in Centrll, Southwest, Northeast and North.

west China were also amlcted. but the average

hurvest last year was equal to that of In ordinary

(
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year’s harvest, and some provinces a little less but

nearly normal.

Not oven in the provinces with seriously smicted

areas were the whole areas devastated, but diriereut

sectors were afl'ected to varying degrees. However,

it must be said that last year’s calamities were

very serious. The natural calamities affected to

greater or lesser degree 121,560,000 mom" of farm-

.land populated by 40,000,000 people. The large and

seriously affected areas occupied an area of 23,000,.

000 mow and 7,000,000 seriously afllicted people were

11! need of urgent relief, Since the beginning of

winter. the Central People's Government and local

governments at: every level have been using all kinds

of ways to relieve these people and to help them

overcome their difliculties.

The two questions now are: (1) As a result

of last year’s calamity, is this year’s nation—wide

grain supply insufficient? Will there be great

difficulties? (2) Can the afflicted people survive

the spring period of food shurtage this year?

an the Question of This

Year's National Grain Supply

Last year‘s calamity was very heavy, but, if

compared with 1031 conditions when the entire

country suffered from heavy floods, it can be said

to be comparatively light. According to the

1932 report of the bogus “national government" fluud

relief committee, 157,860,000 mow of farmland were

devastated in eight provinces of China in 1931. They

- r sea-e equals art/.1 acres.

0 2 chitin «Ital i kilogram.

were: 41,780,000 mow in Klangsu, 32,820,000 mow in

Anhwei, 17,290,000 mow in Hupeh, 10,790,000 Tllrm'

in Hunan, 29,300,000 mow in Hanan, 17,100,000 mow

in Shanlung. 5,470,000 711ml: in Kiangsl, 3,250,000

mow in Cheklstllg. The total number of people afl‘ect-

ed was 52,710,000.

In other words, the devastated farmland in

1949 WE: 36,290,000 mall} less than that (if 1931 and

the number of people affected was over 12,000,000

less. This means that the 30,200,000 mom of land

unaffected by calamity lll'fi‘eljed from 1931 in that this

land produced grain in 1049. In calculating the size

of that yield, we must take into account the fact

that the average post—war yield was lower than

that of pl'e-Wal' 1931, but still the average harvest

would not be less than 200 patties per mow. Thus

in view of the smaller area of devastation, the yield

was 7,200,000,000 catties. or 3,000,000 tons, above

that of 1931.

Let us look at the grain supply alter the 1031

flood and compare it with the preparatory work in

this matter carried out this year by the Central

People's Government. In 1932, the year after the

flood uf 1931, a total of 2,240,000 tons of grain were

imported, including grain iron. Northeast China.

Because of the amount of grain imported and the

readiustment of grain supply, not only was the food

shortage overcome, but in many provinces there

developed the phenomenon of peasants bring

adversely affected by the fall in grain prices. This

figures of imported grain should be regarded as

important reference material for calculating the

grain supply this year after the 1940 fiuml.

Our preparations this year include sending

1,030,000 tons of grain from Northeast China t0

arena south of the Great Wall and moving another

200,000 tons from Szcchnnn province. Because

traffic has resumed on the Chekiang-Kiangsi and

Cnntollrllnnkow railways, about 300,000 tons of

grain can be mnved from areas along these railways,

whereas in 1932 traffic was not operating on those

lines and grain could not be shipped. if necessary,

lnm'e grain can be transported from Northeast China

to places south of the Great Wall, At the some

time we are also prepared to import some foreign

grain if necessary. Added together, the three above-

montioned items already approach the figures of

grain imported in 1932. If the Northeast transports

more grain to south of the Great Wall and the import

of foreign grain meets with no obstacle, the differ»

ence between the two will be even less. This is the

comparison on the side of food reserve.

If we also take into account the fact that the

area of devastated land was 30,290,000 mow less than

that of 1931, resulting in the harvesting of 3,000,000
tons more grain, then the food supply this year will

not be worse than that in 1932.
’

It should be noted that after 12 years of war,

the productivity of land throughout the country has

dropped and the grain stocks held by the people are

also smaller. But another fact should also be noted,
(Continued on page 25)
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CHINA INCREASES HER GRA N

PRODUCTION
*

C.

In his recent report to the Central People’s
Government Council on the nation's financial and

food situation, Chen Yun, Vicerremier of the Gov-

ernment Administration Council, revealed that the

quantity of public grain to be marketed amounts to

4,500,000 tons-sufficient to supply oncrthird of the

populations of all cities and towns with food for a

whole year; and that there will be no grain short-

ages, nor abrupt fluctuations of grain prices this

year. He also pointed out that the state‘s revenue

and expenditure are approaching equilibrium; that

the movement of commodity prices may be stabilized

for a long time to come; and that inflation, from

which the people have suffered so much, will be

prevented from recurring. All this points to the

fact that our work in the field of finance and economy

has thus far been very successful, and indicates that

from now on, we can steadily and systematically

push ahead with the nation’s economic construction.

lo the field of agriculture, we can derive an

equally firm confidence from the current nation—wide

movement to increase grain production,

Last December, the Ministry of Agriculture of

the Central People’s Government called a National

Agricultural Conference Taking into account the

different conditions prevailing in the old and newly

liberated areas, the limitations of manpower,

material supplies and physical environments, this

N. Wu

December plan did not include production by the

People’s Liberation Army units in Kwangtunz and

Sinhiang provinces and the suburbs of Peking.)

China's Dre-war grain output was 284,500,000;

000 catties per year (the average of the period

from 1931 to 1936). Taking the average of pro-

duction in 1938 and the period between 1941 and

1945, the corresponding figure for the war years was

239,000,000,000 cattics. Last year, because of floods

and droughts, the total grain output was estimated

at only 225500000000 cattics. This represents a

decrease of 20.7 per cent from the pre»war level, and

of 511' per cent from the Wartime level. The estimated

figure for this year, calculated on the basis of the

average year‘s yield, will be approaching 235,600,-

000,000 catties. If the projected increases for this

year are realized, the total grain output will be

raised to 250,000,000000 cattics, which is greater

than that for the war years and only 34500000000,

or 12.1 per cent, less than the pre-war figure. it is

expected that output will further be increased by

5 per cent in each of the coming two or three years.

This means that grain production will regain the

pre-war level two years hence and win certainly

surpass it in the near future.

The accompanying figures show increases plans

had by the various rcgions compared with those

originally called for by the Central People’s Govern.

ment.

Area

Northeast China

North China 2,500,000,000
Northwest China .. 330,000,000
East China ,. .

. 3,200,000,000
Central and South China 1,650,000,000

Total .......... 10000000000

Original Plan New Quota Percentage

Inm'casc

2,400,000,000 cattics 2,848,730,000 cattics 18.7

,, 3,107,900,000 ,,
26.7

,. 334,240,000 ,,
1.3

,, 3,506,550,000 ,.
0.0

,, 4,470,680,000 ,.
171.0

., 14,328,100,000 ,,
42.1

Conference set a goal of increasing the nation’s

grain output by 10,000,000000 cattics, or about

5,000,000 tons.

Recent reports from various areas have brought

as encouraging news: the production quotas called

for by the government will not only be fulfilled, but

surpassed by 4,450,000,000 cattics. This means that

the nation’s groin output will be increased this year

by 14.530.000.000 cattics. which represents a 441

per cent increase over the original target. (The

c. N. Wu h Vieemnlcurr or Agriculture of Lhe Cents-n1

Pebble- Government.

\

Including army production in Sinkiang, Kwang-

tung and the suburbs of Peking, the aggregate total

of increases projected by the various regions is

“530,000,000 cattics or 441% above the original

target as previously stated.

In its December plan. the Central People’s Gov-

eminent set a rather moderate goal for Hupeh,

Hunan and Kiang‘si province: in Central and South

China. This was because these three provinces were

but newly liberated, and furthermore, suffered from

floods last year. While Hanan, a province in the

same area, was required to increase it: grain produc-
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tinn by 650,000,000 cattics, the three afore-mentioned

provinces were required to raise production by only

1,000,000,000 cattics. Of this amount, 200,000,000

cattics were allocated to Hupeh, 500,000,000 catties

to llunan and 300,000,000 catties to Kiangsi. Hupeh,

however, has raised its quota by 510,000,000 cattics

(256%); Hunan, by 920,000,000 cattics (184%); and

hiangsi, by 310,000,000 cattics (104%).

These three provinces were once the main rice—

producing centre of china. They have 150,000,000

mom of fertile crop lands. Although the agrarian

reform has not been completed, the peasants’ liveli—

hood is steadily impering as a result of rent reduc-

tion and the liquidation of local despots. They are

eager to produce more. There is thus good reason

to believe that their goal will be fulfilcd. And, “with

a bumper crop reaped in Hunan and Hupch." as an

old saying goes, "there will be no food shortage

under the sky."

Basis for Grain Increase

When the Central People's Government adopted

the plan of increasing grain output by five million

tons, it based the programme on the following condi.

tions:

(1) 0f the 1,400,000.000 mow of land under

V‘lough in this country, 600.000.000 mow in the old

liberated areas has been redistributed through the

agrarian reform. The yield of the most part of this

land is to be raised by 10 per cent. This accounts

for a total increase of 0000000000 oatties.

(2) The development of water conservancy, are.

ventinn of past damages and plant diseases, distribu-

tion of better seeds. expansion of state farms and

reclamation of wasteland are expected to result in

an increase of 1,000,000.000 catties.

(a) The extension at protection from flood to

50.000000 mum of land which were inundated last

year should raise the yield par mow by 60 cattics

as compared with 1949, and give a total increase of

3,000,000,000 catties.

0n the basis of these calculations the Ministry

of Agriculture called on the old liberated areas to

raise their pruduclion level 10 per cent above that of

1949. In areas where conditions are relatively more

favourable, efiorts should be made to restore pro-

duction to the pre»war level; and in areas affected

by droughts and floods, the production level should

he raised as much as conditions permit.

The newly liberated areas, in general, are re»

quired to maintain the level of 1949. where condi.

tions are relatively more favourable, production

should be raised somewhat, but those newly liberated

areas struck by natural calamities are only expected

to overcome the efi'ects of floods and droughts so

that production can be resumed.

In response to‘ the call of the Central People‘s

Government, the authorities in various areas and

Provinces throughout the country successively called

conferences to devise concrete plans for increasing

agricultural production. Thc decisions were then

handed down to the lower administrative levels until

every village and every family had drawn up its own

programme. In addition to such production confer.

ences, all the areas, provinces, administrative dis—

tricts and counties made furfller preparations cover.

ing all aspccts of the production drive through

such organizations as the All-Circles Pcuple’s Re-

presentative Conferences, peasant representatives’
conferences and local economic conferences. Mean.

while, many specialist meetings, such as water con.

servancy conferences, farming technique conferences

and conferences of labour heroes and model workers,

have been convened in different parts of the country

to further intensify preparations.

The latest surveys have shown that in general,

the old liberated areas in North China will be able

to attain the pre-War production level this year; and

that a number of villages will even surpass it. Ac-

cording to statistics taken in the Hsingtai Adminis-

trative District, Hapei province, 67 per cent of the

villages fall into the former category and as per cent

in the latter. in Shansi province, 33 counties will

be able to attain the pre-War level this year. it is

generally estimated that. with a few exceptions. the

pre»war level will be attained by 1951 in all areas

of the country where land reform is carried out,

and that a considerable number of districts will even

surpass it.

The following is an account of what the

emancipated peasants, especially those in areas

where land reform has been completed, are doing

in this mammoth production drive.

The old liberated areas are required to increase

the use of fertilizers by 15 per cent this year. In

Shansi province, for instance, the peasants in 43

counties have prepared during the last two months

3,200 catties of manure for each mow of land. which

represents ‘75 per cent of the total amount to be used

this year. In Northeast China, it was in the past

customary among the peasants not to use fertilizers,

But this year, fertilizer is being applied on an in-

rreasingly large scale. In the best districts, manured

land now comprises over 90 per cent of the total area

under plough; and in average areas, 50 to 60 per

cent.

Farm Tool Situation

According to statistics taken in 10 counties of

Shansi province, the peasants have thus far repaired

or made 100.000 agricultural implements. Reports

from Chahar province show that 140,000 farming

tools have been manufactured. In Northeast China,

20,000 pieces of entirely new farming equipment and

40,000 improved implements are being put into use.

To popularize the use of new horse—drawn tools

in selected areas. the Ministry of Agriculture has

established 42 farmeimplement stations in North

(continued on pope 25)
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SCIENCE IN NEW CHINA

Caching Chu

Modern science was only introduced into China

within the past 40 years. The first scientific

research institution, the Geological Survey of china,
was founded by the Peking government's Ministry
of Industry in l916. Six years later, the Science

Society of China established a biological institute in

Nanking. About the time of the May Fourth Move—

ment in 1919, the National University of Peking took

the lead in appealing for the nation-wide promotion
of science. Gradually scientific research gained a

footing in thc uniyers es. Associations devoted to

various branches ofscience, such as the Chinese

Geological Society, the Chinese Physical Society. etc.,

were founded one after anothen The Academia

Sinica was established in 1923, and the National

Academy of Peking in 1929.

In the 31 years since the May Fouith Movement,
China has produced a few talented scientists who

have made individual contributions to the study of

science and are now internationally known. But,

generally speaking, a survey of how much they have

promoted the people's welfare, or what contributions

they have made towards the advancement of science

in general, would reveal relatively slender results.

The reason why past scientific research in China

reaped only a meagre harvest can be traced

to political and economic factors. The reactionary
KMT government never gave science much encour—
agemont, and regarded science as something having
merely a decorative function. Scientific research

could hardly make any headway in view of the fact

that government grants for research institutes were

barely sufficient to cover the living expenses of the

scientistfi. Aftl‘l‘ 1937, the Japanese imp list inva-
sion compellel universities and research institutions
to abandon their original locations and seek refuge in

the interior of China. Many of their valuable instru-

ments and libraries were either destroyed or scattered
in th" r'nurse of Successive Japanese air raidsr

However, a port of the blame must be laid at

the door of the scientific institutes themselves

Many contradictions and shortcomings existed with-
in scientific circles, Among the most prominent

was
the sectarianism which prevailed inside scien—

tific organizations and the confused ideology of
science for its own sake that was professed
by most scientific workers. And since Chinese
scientists had received their education from the

capitalist countries, most of them made a cult of
individualism. They considered the quest for
abstract truth to be the sole purpose of their work
They feltlthnt they had completely fulfilled their
duty as scientists if they selected a subject in their

COrHINIi cup is Vino-P cold t of
.

r en the Academia sintr .

felting. so was former Director at the institute of Meteor:-
Iu‘y, Nimidnr. Ind {ram 1336 '

National Chekinnl University.
w ”‘9' “mam 0‘ we

own field of learning and studied it to the best of

their ability. This meant. in the end, that everyone

could do exactly what he liked and no one \\ r

ponsible for anything. They never realized tho

simple fact that, in the last analysis, they reliol

entirely upon the peasants and workers for their

research funds nor did they feel under the lsasi

obligation to the labouring masses. In order to

secure an all—round improvement of the work and

life of the Chinese people, scientific research man

be directed to meet the needs of agriculture, indus.

try and public health. what, then, shall we take as

the new direction of our scientific development in order

to remould our policies for scientific research and

achieve our aim therebyl Firstly, by joining thron-

with practice, we most direct science along lines (ha:

actually serve the masses of peasants and y l'llel’s

Secondly, we must organize our collective scientific

efforts to solve the most urgent and. vital probiemi

that are confronting us, And thirdly. We must hair

up a large number of new scientific workers in

preparation for the construction of a modem and

industrial China.

These three tasks can only he achiewd thi-ovgii

nationwide and long—term planning. The Soviet

Union is the sole country in the world where the

advancement and popularization of science has been

carried out in a planned and successful manrv‘l

J. D. Bernal, professor of Physics at the University
of London, wrote in his book The Freedom n

Necessity (published in 1949)?

“For the, science of the future, weirdly dirroted

will he flu ahm‘ute IIPCPS‘ICVz ihr hm? "f 0‘“ ”hum"!
W

call up nirendv in the- Soviefi Union. It wad nrlh‘ "“9“”

stne conscious eunlicntion of Marxist theory that it was

Dmsflile in build. an the narmw fcunéfitiam M cxnria'

scie
,

the vnst inmgrnkd and viLhi agar-ism m‘ math?"

30\ science In x generation. a nation of iiil‘zllfl"
l‘

becoming a nation of scientists, and this has both who

bath in Beam and in war."

China, a predominantly agricultu”1
is even more backward in its industrial DIU

mass education and general living conditions today

than Russia was before the October Revolution.
ll

will be, therefore, an extremely difficult W W

raise production step by step, to eliminate illiteracv

and to construct a new China. Howemr W.
People’s government has stressed the impofifin‘“.“
advancing learning in general, and of develop“
scientific research in particular. Although Tam"

is yet to be liberated and we are still facing W‘”

mic difficulties in 1950, our government's
budge‘

covering expenditures in scientific research has

already doubled the KMT government’s lire—“1“

allocations for scientific research.
,

.

The government formed a new Academia 5“”:
last October by combining and further “Fwd“

the old Academia Sinica in Nanldng 5"“ ”'9

pliinniniv

count '-

duciim»
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National Academy of Peking. In the half-year

since then, the 24 national research institutes under

those two academies have been reorganized and

amalgamated into 16 research institutes. Each

institute now has its own individual sphere of

responsibility and has been assigned its role in the

nation‘s overall construction programme.

In physics, for example, the two former insti—

tutes, one in Poking and the other in Nanking, had

never in the past differentiated their work. Now

they have been combined and reorganized into two

new institutes. One is called the Institute of

Modern Physics, specializing in the study of such

broad, fundamental subjects as atomic energy and

cosmic rays. The second. the Institute of Applied

Physics, will mainly devote its energy to optical

research. It has already manufactured optical

parts for 500 microscopes and 200 theodolites, It

maintains a department for designing and grinding

optical lenses. In the future, it will ctr-operate

closely with optical lens manufacturers in order to

ensure an adequate national supply of optical in-

struments,‘ The Institute of Applied Physics has

also devised a new method for making quartz piezm

electric crystals for frequency stabilization in radio

broadcasting.
Similar readiiistmcnts have been made in the

field of biological research, in order to eradicate

former duplication and arrive at an efficient divie

sion of labour. Shanghai and Peking used to have

five different biological institutes that worked in.

dependently in their separate but overlapping fields.

Now thesc five organizations have been amaiga—

mated into three institutes, each with its own

clem'lyedefined sphere of responsibility. The first is

the Institute of Experimental Biology in Shanghai

assigned to studying embryology, cytology and

physiology by means of physical and chemical prin—

ciples. The second is the Institute of Hydro-

Eiology, also in shanghai, specializing in the study

of fish and other aquatic life. This Institute re-

cently established two experimental stations: one

at Tsingtao to studv marine biology, and the other

at Wusih. on the Taiho Lake in Kiangsu province,

to study fresh-Water fish. The third of the new

biolnaical organizations is the Institute of Systems-

tic Botany, located in Peking, which will coordinate

the work of Chinese plant taxonomists who are

engaged in the study of China‘s flora‘. Special

emphasis will be placed on the study of economic

plants. such as medical herbs, pasture grass and

plants which yield latex for making rubber. Two

scientists from this Institute have been sent to

Mukden and Harbin to help the northeast provinces

to set up their botanical institutes.

The other research institutes are also adopting

their programmes to the agricultural, industrial and
medical needs of the country. The Institute of

Organic Chemistry in Shanghai, for example, has

helped the East China Bureau of Agriculture and

Water Conservancy in the preparation of an organic

m2l'curic.fungicide which will destroy spares that

attack cotton and wheat The Institute of Phar.

maceutical Chemistry, located also in Shanghai,

helped the People‘s Medical Company to develop a

process for crystalizing heat—resistant penicillin.

The Institute of Geology at Nanking has sent field

teams to Northeast china and West Hupeh to

prospect for iron and coal. The Peking Institute

of Geo-physics is giving a short half—year post.

graduate course to train a staff of experts who will

later go to Northeast China to search for new

mineral deposits.
Science in China is no longer something that

is detached and stands aloof from the general

public. it has been harnessed for the benefit of

the farmlands and factories—thus linking theory

with practice; even though the fundamental aspect

of research is never forgotten in the planning.

To show how effectively theory and practice may

work together, we will cite an example. The

southern part of Hopei province and the northern

part of Hanan province, which are now incorporated

into the newly—formed Pingyuan province, comprise

one of the must important cotton-producing areas

of China. For some years, an estimated l,5oo,ouu

acres of cotton land in this region has been heavily

infested with cotton aph (aphis gossypii glovel'),

known as the melon aphis in America and Europe.

This pest reduced crop yields by about one—third.

In the past, entomologists believed that this cotton

aphis lived above the ground on some host plant

throughout the year.

After Peking’s liberation, the North China

People's Government invited Dr. Chu Hung—fu, of

the Institute of Zoology, and his assistant to go

to the infested district to make a study of these

parasites. After some months of travel and

research in both Honan and Hopei provinces, they

discovered that although the cotton aphis can exist

on more than 120 kinds nf host plants in north

China, it generally lives during the winter on a kind

of weed called Icerz's Chincnsi's Versicolor,
,

In winter, the aphis does not live above ground,

but clings to roots five or six inches below the earth.

It is only in March or April that the aphis comes

out of the soil and migrates to the young cotton

plm’lt at the first appnrtunixy. Now that the life-

cycle of this parasite is known, the possibilities of

exterminating the cotton aphis become greatly en-

hanced. The Academia Sinica, in co-operation with

the Ministry of Agriculture, has launched a fierce

campaign against this pest. Prevention measures are

being tested in the HopeieHDnlm area, and if found

successful, will be later tried in other parts of China.

But Academia Sinica and its component

institutes are incapable of advancing science in

China by itself alone. Only through the cn-ordinated

efforts of all ministries, universities and other

scientific institutions, acting under the guidance of a

systematic long-range plan, can this aim be achieved.

The Central People's Government is now de-

voting great energy to the task of organizing

(Continued 011 page 27)
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THE MAY FOURTH MOVE ENT
Ping Chien

For three decades the Anniversary of May
Fourth has given a renewed inspiration and encour—

n'romcnt to the nroer-u
'

e torres oi China. For

the teudnl and rum onarv elinuos it was a day to

dread. Lone heinre the aotnal date. the reactionary

runny group, whether of northern warlords or

rhiane Kaieslieh's pane. would mobilize all their

nolirr forces to him the sates of fantrll-ips and

schools and cordon on the main thoroughfares. Bloch

Marius cornhed the streets to round up revolutionary

suspects. Bavenets and machineeeuus were arrayed

to sprint
- the popular demonstrations. Since that

day in 15119, reaction has employed every devilish

means at its disnesal to erase this red—letter day

[mm the political ealendar nf the Chinnse people.

All its attempts railed rrnmlrlinously. May Fourth

has remained u day of revolutionary i-cededication

and remembrance

This year workers and students ae-uin paraded
on the Tien An Mon Square where 31 years ago on

that historic oecnsiou their predecessors demnu.

stratod nzninst inlnol'ialism nnrl feudalism and were

attacked and al'l‘PFté‘d by n ruthless lmlicc force. But

this your. {hr the first time. their jovolls demonstra-

linn of vollth and revolutinnary zeal was greeted bv

tht- leaders oi their own ooycrnnront. The M

Fourth Movement ma ed tho dividine line betwv-en

the old and NI‘W Dcmnz‘rarv in Chlnni this is the

reason for the lf‘flK‘tihnfli‘iM" fearful hatred fill‘ this

day. it sounded the lrnell uf feudalism and im—

n?! all m. It {I’l‘ni‘d (lil’ ’npsrz neonlo with an

invineihlo weaponiMzn-vismrirnninism. Taking
nlaL-e 19 manths aftsr the great October Revaluiinn

in Russia. it was a powertul response by the Chinese

people to the clarion call of Socialism rrorn their-

great neighbour. the Soviet Union. The May Fourth

Movement was thus rundamentally a part of the

world nroletarian revolutionary tide.

First Majnr Clnsh

There are people outside China who describe

this Movement either as a purely cultural one (hence
the epithet “Renaissance of China”! or merely as a

protest by the Chinese students against a particular
act of foreign policy. Such narrow and pedantic
interpretations however. are warranted neither by
the events that led up to the Movement nor by the

developments which issued out of in

The immed .rte cause of the Movement was of

course the notorious Twenterne Demands which the

Japanese imnerinlists had forced the traitnl'ous Wan

lord Yuan Shilrkai to sign and to which the Western

imperialist peace—makers in Versailles had treacher-

ously acquiesced. On May Fourth, 1919, five

thousand students in Peking raised the first outcry
against this imperialist scheme for dismembering
Chinn. They staged classroom strikes; demon-

rtrated through the city and held areas meetiups tit

the Tien All Men. Many were arrested: Whml they

stormed into the houses of the traitors. uranr mire

were arrested But in the end, with the stllrloms'

action increasingly supported by the masses. the

war-lords were compelled to retreat and refuse tn

sign, in the name of the Chinese people. the unjust

Versailles Treaty which would have legalized Japan s

pretensions and turned China into its colon T .
s

was the first major clash between the ne
-

l'evtilur

tionory youth movement and the powers uf coercion

of the reactionary regime. it ended in a victory uf

the people over the tyrants.

Literary Monopoly Ended

The Mav Fourth Movement truly opened a

totallv new chapter in the culture of modern China.

it dethroned the stilted and exclusive literary stvltV

which feudal culture had cunnnized over the new

turies and in , sic-ad established the vernacular as

the genural literal-y medium. This democratization

of style and content marked a revolution not only in

literature but throughout the new cultural move-

ment. in tht: upshot under the leadershin 0! Lu

Bean. and guided bv the teachines of Mao Tau—tune.

culture was wrested frnm the monopoly of the few

and returned to the broad masses of the people,
But deep behind all this was the widespread and

intense hatred of the Chincse neonle for dumbstic

feudalism and the invasion of alien imperixiists.
This hatred was further reinforced by the new vista

of Socialism that appeared over the northern horizon

of China. A positive goal was disclosed whioh tlu

Chinese people were now determined to attain. And

at the same time they gained the instrument by

which that gun] could be attained— Marxism»

Leninismv

Until the May Fourth Movement, the leadership

uf the Chinese revolution was in the hands of the

bourgeoisie. The main trend (If political thmmht

was to copy and catch up with Britain and America.

by which was meant transplanting to China the

whole-paraphernalia of their capitalist Svstem Willi

its ”parliamentary democracy." Now the October

Revolution showed the Chinese people the bricht

alternative, At the same time. as a result of thc

Imperialist War uf 19144915, China's industries

enjoyed a tempurary hoom. The numbers and class

consciousness of the Chinvsc prnletnriat grew pro-

portionately, lt nurtured dependable leaders of tilt

revolution.

The May Fourth Movement was carried forwu'd

lay a united front composed of the revolutionary'pettl‘

bourgeois and bourgeois intellectuals and Communist

intellectuals. It was led by the kitten It received

the powerful support of the working class movement.

As a result of the nation-wide strikes organized hi

(Continued on page 21)

The Nation’s Capital Rejoices on M y Day

Chairman Mao Tse-tung re—

turns the domnnstraturs’

salute. With him ere: (l.

to r.) Commandel'-in—Chief

Chu Teh; Liu Shae—chi and

Chang Lan, Vice—Chairmen of

the central People's Govern.

ment; Chou En-lai, Premier

of the Government Adminis-

tration Council; and Li Chie

shen, Vice—Chairman of the

Central People’s Government

SMflOO persons iannl'c rain to de-Air Force sorvicewomml march
. . .

lllonstl'at? lntm national solidaritypast the reviewing stand
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In the work. a): spades are forged. ,-
' m5 hmed by the mm» m At work, hp 3150 lean}: a new mm-

Milling flour for the army mess



Youth Celebrate Their Day

3*!“ u .
."‘

agrarian-om;

On May 4th, 30,0110 youth parade past Ticn An Men, the main entrance to the former imperial palace

The Soviet Youth Delegation and cultural troupe. scon

above at a welcoming rally. joined in the Youth Dav
celebrations. 0n let Fcng Wen—pin, Secretary or me
China New Democratic Youth League, and N. A. Mikhallov,
General Secretary or the Leninist Young Communist League
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The People’s Army Turns to Production

China is today it land oi yi'l‘fll

rhmlge. Econ lbc com-sci o/ rircra

are being «(hired mid illt' lntrr-cn

mountainside-o m'P lurninl/ green

with new-planted foo-«sis. Des
-

ond prcoi lrocto uf wasteland,

abandoned during 12 yours ni icin-

nnd famine, are being pi-odnulln

webbed with irrigation nctrrerko

and broken (0 plant/h.

The People's Libcrulinn Army,

reborn heroic m-hiercnirnln lilirl

the foundnd‘iou for there cltongca,

io undertaking on increasingly in

poi-tom role in ir-nnspnnni o llll'

law of China. .illbnnoh ii'hnx u

long tradition a] [lutlrll'ml prodne.

Him, the PLA lino iddnrbrd o in-o.

devotion conipoipn this lil‘tll' that is

unprecedented in srnpr mid (hare

notcr. No longer is Hui snln (rim to

reduce the )wofilr's tor burden and

in raise army liriny siuinlnnlr...

(hallyh there reninin felrlm'x in Hit-

progronlnrc. Tnfltly [hr lnnin min

is to help put the notion burl.- Int

ita acmzmllic for/ and to speed the

proct'ss of itidllsll'iulimliml.

At present, only new m'r'u units

are ossipnrd to lion in.- with

lhe liberniiin or Trim-all mu]

Tibet, oil the [’L,1's 5,0llfl,00ll nn-n

eon juiil tile oil-nor neaonll ah

the prndlir'lihil front. iii-mp pro.

doction, l elutr production.

strong/incite Hut Ntlt'itllixi ”Mar "1‘

the Tutti/null I't'ilumllu. Thrrt'im'v

the ppm lungs! ~ni prodnridnr

coinpmpu will be or inrrilnmhh

signifiunlu' in haslcnlnp whim-a

transition from xiw Dr‘murl‘m‘y l.-

Sm'irllialil.

The army group's headquarters

(0,. its great production oficnsive

had a distinctly {rout-line atmos.

phcre. Huge topographical mill.

mu. maps covered two walls from

floor to ceiling. Little red llags

hear-int: army unit numbers marked

the position Of our forces. But the

enemy in this East Hopei sector

was no longer the Kth. whose

”001,,-
had all been EnCll‘L‘led and

Chen Tan

disarmed by this same or my group

more than n year ago. Today the

ant-my . Nature; the task was

in harm‘s: Its Ll‘omcndons but un-

disciplined fart-es und make chem

serve the local population

Wlwn I entered the room, the

Chief-of—Stafl' was seated at the

head of a long, glass—topped con.

ference tshlc. Before him lay a

sh -l!‘of progress reports from

valious ficlil command posts, The

blueprint (If an elevatvll concleto

reservoir was spread out across the

lower will of the table, where a

group ot' stair oiilecrs were dis

cu'sillu a technical engineering

problem.

The C t-f-of—Sic'll'l“, \vhmn I htul

not such since Tielltsln's liberation,
w (oil no time ml formalities or

l’clninlsuellces, "What do you think

our men have done now?” he said

as he «hock my hand warmly.
There was a note of intense pride
in his voice as he continued:

"You know the East Ylng River

project. where we are digging a

section of the new cmlal'.’ Well,
wt- hall Calculated that it wauld

take lil,fl00 men three months to

tlig th< 3.3 kilometre stretch.

After all, it means moving 6,000;
000 Cullli: ntctl’ex of earth. But
our troops have been at work now

ior tuo wrecks. and they al'v up-

setting all our cnretul planning.
Thlty've talked |hc job river, and

iiith they are confident they can

finish it up in 50 da '

instead of

Ill). What. do you think of that?”

"And just look at this," he cone

tmucd, taking my arm and draw

mg me over to the charts and

graphs lining a third “all. “Here’s
the record of our 29 big army

rams—that's only counting the

terms oi more than 1,000 mow.

Just look, not a single one is

lagging behind schedule, Here's
the Nth Regiment~finlshing up
spring planting n week ahead of
its plan,"

But perhaps even more impres-
sive than the record of achieves

ment documented in those blue and

rod crayoned lines was the. military

crhcicncy and precision with which

the stair headquarters was direct.

ing this vast, complex production

campaign. The walls of the room

revealed at almost a glance the

current rate of production at tho

almy group's paper mill, the pre—

vious week's catch of its iishlng

fleet, its progress in reclaiming

120,000 more of wasteland. the

number oi fllrnl tools being turned

out at the army’s machine shop,
and current daily output in a score

of other enterprises.

All this wide variety of plnducs
tivo activ y hall been sot into “‘07

tion only five months earlier, On

December 5, 1949, Comrade Mao

Tst-vlunlz, as Chairman of the

People’s Revolutionary Military

Council, issued a directive calling

on the People's Liberation Army
to become ”not only an army of

national defence but an army nf

production to help the people

throughout the country to conquer

the didiculties left behind by a long
war and to speed up the conntl‘uc~

tion of a New Democratic economy.”

This directive instructed the army

to undertake longstorm cullstl'ucs

tion projects. placing main om.

phasis upon “increasing the wealth

of the society and state through
labour," it prohibited the army

from engaging in commercial

transactions or undermining the

interests nf civilian production,
Produce not needed to supply thc

army's own needs could only he

sold to state trailing corporations,
not on the open market. Chairman

Mao then went on to give clear

and detailed guidance on how to

launch and conduct the production
mass movement in the army ranks.

The commanding stair immediate.

ly went into action, first carrying
out extensive preparations just as

it would before a major battle.
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Meetings to discuss Chairman

Mao's instructions were held at all

levels so that every person in the

entire army group could fully grasp

the significance of the task ahead.

These meetings also produced
hundreds of suggestions from the

_

ranks on how to complete the as.

signment more emeiently, once

again proving the PLA saying that

“10,000 brains are better than one."

Prnduclion Organization

While the troops were being ideo-

logically mobilized to tackle this

entirely new line of duty, the army

authorities were setting up the

necessary organizations to lead the

production drive. With the help

of the Communist Party branches,

production committees were or.

ganized at each level from the com.

pany up. These were entrusted

with responsibility for planning
and supervising the campaign. Pm-

duction cn-aperntives were set up

under each committee to put the

plans into practice and to handle

day—to-day matters. The produc.

tion committee at the army group

headquarters level, with the army

commander as its chairman, was

vested with top authority for the

unit's entire production movement.

After a month of democratic dis.

cussions involving everyone from

the orderlies to the highest corn.

manders, the broad outlines of the

year's production plan had been

hammered into shape. By this

time, the division of labour between

the various army units had also

been determined, Within the next

two months, each unit made detail-

ed plans and preparations for cam»

plating its assignment on schedule

#lagain relying heavily upon de-

mocratic discussions in drawing up

this plan of action. Meanwhile
Communist Party members com.

pleted individual production plans

for the year and formed mutual»

aid groups with nomparty mour-

bers. The slogan of the day be—

came: "We are heroes in fighting

—now we must he heroes in pro.

duction.”

By March 20, all the prelimin-
aries had been completed. The

production campaign was officially
launched an that day with a Grand

Review, again just as if the array

group were setting ofl‘ for battle.

The soldiers lined up for inspec—

tion, carrying both their weapons

and tools—and it was hard to say

which had been polished the most.

In keeping with front—line tradi.

tion, the ceremony ended with the

troops taking an oath to fulfil the

task assigned to them.

The army group‘s 1050 plan con—

sisted of four general categories

of work: (1) Agricultural produc—

tion designed to lay the foundation

for large, scientifically—run and

highlyqnechanized army farms of

the future which, together with

state farms, will pioneer the way

to modern collective farming in

China. (2) Industrial and handi-

craft production, starting modestly
to accumulate experience in this

brand—new field of army activity

but with the ultimate goal of prev

cessing the hulk of the army's

agricultural output. (3) Civil en—

gineering projects essential to na-

tional reconstruction and flood pre—

vention. (4) Small—scale, spare—

time production aimed solely at

raising living standards within the

army.

Reclaiming Lllld

According to this plan, the army

group will reclaim 120,000 mow of

wasteland and raise crops con-

servatively valued at 21,230,661

catties of millet.

Reclaiming land around the west.

ern coast of the Gulf of Chihli is

not just a matter of running a plow

through the soil. From Shanhai.

kwan, where them-eat Wall runs

into the sea, to the mouth of the

Yellow River, in northern Shan-

tung province, stretches a vast,

fiat expanse of alkaline wasteland

_an area as bleak and harren as

the surface of the moon, Until re.

cent centuries, this whole region
was submerged under sea water.

In order to cultivate such land, the

top soil must first he washed clean

of alkali by flooding the area with

running water for several weeks.

Afterwards, the fields must be

fioaded once a day to prevent more

alkali from rising up from the sub»

soil. This means that there must

he a constant supply of water, and

that it must be harnessed by a

system of canals, dams, reservoirs,

irrigation ditches and gates.

New Rice Supply

There are 4,000,000 maw of such

alkaline wasteland in the area

where this army group is stationcd.

Within three to five years, accord

ing to preliminary draft plans, at

least one—fourth of this land will

have been turned into a green gar.

den of rice capable of adding more

than 500,000,000 catties of grain

annually to the nation's larder

(over onerseventh of the expected

grain harvest in the whole of North

China this year). What propor—

tion of this gigantic programme

will be borne by the army and how

much by civilian government

agencies is not yet determined. As

one highrranking oilicer told me

with the customary frankness of

the PLA:

“It will all depend on how

ciliciently we can handle this year's

job of reclaiming 52,533 mail; of

such alkaline land."

The army group has also con-

tracted to handle a part of the

East Hopei water conservancy pro-

ject, contributing 1,3:7000 marl-

days of labour. In 1951, after the

completion of the whole project

involving the waterways of seven

counties, 1,200,000 people will have

been freed from the floods that

have annually recurred in this area

for the last half century. The gov.

ernment pays the army for its

share of the work on the same

basis that it pays civilians, and

the army group expects to not

10,924,680 catties of millet for its

labours.

Plans [or industrial and handi—

craft production include operating

u brick kilns, a uniform factory,

a dour mill, or salt refinery to serve

the unit’s nine large salt farms, an

egg-processing plant, a vegetable

oil press, etc. An iron workshop

was set up to turn out most of the

shovels, hoes and horse-drawn

plows that the soldiers are now

using on the land. A handicraft

unit wove the wicker baskets for

removing earth on the canal-build-

ing projects. The army also pro.

duced the sacking for the sandbags

they use in constructing dams and

dykes. It bought up a bankrupt
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paper mill which is turning out

paper from rice straw, and three

more paper mills will be opened
this year. A cannery will soon be

set up to process the 1,000,000
catties of fish that the army group

expects to catch this year with its

l7-bnat fishing fleet. This type of

production, according to the 1950

plan, will turn out goods valued at

12,343,485 catties of millet by the

end of the year.

Own Food Supply

In addition, each of the army

group's component units has under.

taken to raise enough food supplies
to cover its needs for six months.

Approximately one—twelfth 0f the

land brought under cultivation has

been set aside for this purpose.

The various units are also raising
livestock and poultry, starting up

bean curd production and engaging
in other similar activities to im—

prove their mess.

All of these multiple activities are

being launched without any addi~

tional burden on the Chinese tax-

payer. In the latter part of 1949,
this army unit conducted a stringent

economy drive and managed to

save up a substantial part of its

monthly government allocation.

Then when the production cam-

paign was initiated, the govern-

ment paid the army group one

month's salary in advance, on the

understanding that the sum would

be made up by the end of the year.

In this way, the government was

able to assist the production move-

ment without altering the national

budget. After the‘army’s produc-
tion cooperatives were set up,
Shares were offered to the troops
which would be redeemed with in-

terest after autumn harvest. Most

of the soldiers invested at least one

month's pocket allowance, amount.

ing to six catties of millet. By
these various ways, the army group

accumulated more than 18,000,000
catties of millet as its working
capital.

This year's production is expected
to net the group 30,000,000 cutties

of millet after part of the expenses

have been deducted (The heavy
initial investments will be amartl'sed

over a three—to.nve year period.)
In accordance with Chairman Mao’s

instructions, 40 per cent of this

amount will be distributed among

the soldiers who have engaged in

the work. The men may send their

share of the income home to their

families or use it as they wish.

The remaining 00 per cent will be

divided into three equal parts—
one part will be reinvested to ex.

pand production; another will be

used to cover the army’s daily ex.

penses, thus lightening the pauple's
tax burden next year; and the third

will be handed over to the govern.

ment as taxes.

Although this military unit is

being transformed into “an array

of production," it must also main.

tain its great traditions as a steels

ed and highly—disciplined “army of

national defence." While 75 per

cent of its personnel will engage in

production until autumn harvest

time, the remaining 25 per cent

are preparing an intensified mili—

tary training programme for the

coming winter. Those preparations
include sending many men and

oliicers to military academies so

they can learn more about modern

mechanized warfare,

Battle-line Spirit

Que of the most noteworthy as—

pects of the army production came

paign is the battledina spirit with

which the revolutionary soldiers

have plunged into their new tasks.

The prevailing attitude is summed

up by a popular slogan that has

come up from the ranks:

“We can endure evelythingi
our aching shoulders, blistered

hands and tired legsibecause
these hardships are the star-ting

point for benefitting millions of

people in East Hopeil"

Most of the PLA soldiers come

from peasant homes and they wel—

come the chance to get back to the

soil. This is reflected in the

hundreds of poems, commonly
known as “plow poems," which the

soldiers compose themselves and

paste on their farm tools—thus

keeping alive their frontdine Cindi»

tion of making up "rifle poems" to

paste on the butts of their guns,

A typical “plow poem" goes:

Hoe, hoe, old friend of min

We have parted since I 5 ned

the army.

Today we are hand in hand again.

Let us unite as one

For the glorious task of produc—

tion.

Army Life Retained

Many ether features of army life

are carried over into the production
battle. Wherever large units are

concentrated, long straw mat bar»

racks mushroom up and turn the

site into a regular military ene

campment. As always, thc soldiers

rise at 5 a.m. and manage to fit

2V.» hours of study into their day's

routine. Work-hours are fixed frum

8 to 4, with an hour out for lunch

and rest. Evenings are largely

given over to meetings for dis-

cussing the work, and to newspaper

reading, games and theatrical per.

fol'mances. And it is also common

for the soldiers to voluntarily help

the local peasants on their fields

during the evening's free hours,

The troops are displaying their

customary illitiative'in devising

ways to handle their work more

effectively. Someone on a candle

digging project suggested, for ex-

ample, that each squad should keep

track of the loads of earth it can

ried by dropping a bean in a bowl

at the end of every roundetrlp.

This method has spread through all

work brigades and is now the basis

for heated competition: between

various units as to which can move

the most earth in a day. Another

soldier found an ingenious way to

pad the sharp uppervedge of a

spade with an old shoe sole slipped

down aver the handle. _This sug—

gestion not only saved the feet of

the diggers but also saved their

good shoes, which had been rapidly

cut to pieces when they pressed the

spade into the ground with their

foot.

The scene of an army work pro.

ject resembles a carnival. The

army band turns out, filling the air

with militant, fast—tempo rhythms.

Army cultural teams stage skits

and yangko dances during the rest

periods. Wall papers, or “ground

papers" in areas having no con.

venient walls, give a vivid running

account of progress achieved, of

the outcome of the many competi—

tions that spontaneously arise and

of different production experiences.

(Continued on page 2.9)



PEKING‘S MAY DAY

DEMONSTRATION

Chen » Jo-chung

lii reking's terror «t May Day

demonstration a the first in China

since the cstzllishment of flu"

People’s Republic iovcr 200.000 of

its workers, soldiers and citizens,

undtlel'i‘vd by torrential rain.

marched on Tlcn An Men (Gate of

Heavenly Pence) Square in an

impi- vc salute to the interna-

tional ivoi-ker-s' day. There on

Pekingls “Red Square” they grcctcd

Chairman Mao Tse-tung and his

collcamms of the government aml

leaders of the democratic parties

and people's organizations. who

ohcorod them in response from the

rostrum above the main entrance

to the old Forbidden City.

From early in the morning the

organized columns or the people

converged on the s _\Iure and took

up their allotted places to await

the opening of the parade. At three

o‘clock precis l~ salroes from the

People's Artillery echoed like

thunder from the heavy elouds that

over-east the Peking's Mayor
Nieh June-chin spoke through
the microphone to the waiting

thousands

“We are here to

celebrate the un-

precedented.

strength and‘

growth of the

world camp for

peace and demo-

cracy headed by
the Soviet Union;
the great victory
of the Chinese

people's revolu.

tion and the great

victor-y of the

Chinese labouring

people." As he

ended, the first

contingent of the

People’s Libera~

tion Army entered the square from

the Eastern Gate, to the music of

the massed band.

At thc centre of the bit: square

the parade marches past the inns-

sivc redrwalled Tien An Men at

the middle (if which is the rostrum

of the revolutionary leaders. Flankr

ing the gate itself are two stands

for the leaders of the democratic

parties and groups and far guests

and the diplomatic corps.

The site is one of extraordinary
and L ically Chinese beauty. The

surrounding red walls. the glisten—

ing yellow tiles of the triple-roofs
of the Tim An Men, the marble

bzlustrudes of the Forbidden City.
the spr- g green of the trees, the

n1ulti»coloured masses of people.

waving flags. banners and symbols
the portraits of revolutionary

leaders, formed an evebchanging

pattern under the clear light of

Peking's sky. The clouds which

lowered and the downpour of rain

added on overtone of strength not

only to colours and forms, but

brought out a spirit of determina-

tion not to be driiinted by the

elements This was felt by every.

one present. It was as if these

masses had spoken: “Today we

At Trim Au Men Sketches '11] Jack Chen

demonstrate our solidarity with all

the toilers or the world. Our

enemies are watching. They will

ce if we flinch before a mere

rainstorm."

Men of the PLA led the parade.

Units of the Air Force were fol-

lowed by women's service detach

ments in neat khaki uniforms. All

were the new style of khaki hits

with the black peaks that have

now replaced the informal cloth

caps of the PLA in its early days.

Renewed bursts of cheers from the

spectators and the reviewing stands

greeted each contingent, The re-

presentatives of the armed forces

were followed by the columns of

the workers, A massed hand of

more then 500 drums and cymbals

brought a new exhilarating rhythm
to the militant music of the brass

bonds. The blue, red and yellow
costumes of the players gave added

brilliance to the huge red silk

banners cf the Peking Trade Uninn

Council. These surrounded large

portraits of Chair-man Mao and or

Marx, Engels. Lenin and Stalin

Through the micruphono the voice

of Mao Tsertung could be heard

greeting the workers of Peking and

a great shout answered him:
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“Lung Live Chairman Mao! Long

Live Stalin l”

Often accompanied by their own

hands of massed drums and groups

of yunyko dancers, the metal work.

ers, railwaymen, printers and

miners tiled past their leaders. The

municipsl- workers in their blue

summer uniiorms iormcd a solid

mass of marchers, linked arm in

arm, twenty abreast and 10,000

strong. Workers from the Change

lisingtien Railway Depot proudly
carried their tools with them. A

huge model shoe preceded those of

a Peking rubber shoe factnrv.

If the parade of the troops was

irritable for soidicrly precision and

dignity of hearing as they passed

the review post in the pouring

rain, the march of the workers was

characterized by the human and

spontaneous warmth of the greet-

ings to their leaders. Each group

gave a special hurrah for Chairman

Mao and were delighted to cheer

his response, Many carried thcir

children astride their shoulders as

they marched, waving their

bouquets of flowers, flinging their

caps into the air as they cheered.

One veteran postal worker was so

intently scrutinizing the face of

Chairman Mao through 2 pair of

binoculars that he struggled way

behind his advancing column.

When the marchers saw the re.

presentatives of tho working class

of other countries on the platforms,

[here were reviewed cheers, shouted

with an Enthusiasm that was

clearly meant to express this brave

and warmrheurtcd people’s unity

with the world-wide struggle

against oppression.

There was real joy in the response

LIE “Wan. Sui ll'm: if'rm Sui!"

(Lung May He Live!) that greeted

every call {or

cheers for Chair.

man Mao. There

were constant ova-

tions for the de-

legatiun of Soviet

Youth and for the

Indonesian Trade

Union delegation
which was pre-

sentr

Faces turned upwards as fighter-

planes dew overhead in formation.

Voices from the rostrum led the

cheer: “Long live the People's Air

Force!"

The columns of workers were

i'ullowed by representatives of the

peasants, by the students and Cone

tingents from many popular organ-

izations. There were white bearded

oltl men and women with the pitiful
hound feet of another era walking
in step with the youth of today.

Girls and boys danced with verve

to the rhythm of the yongto.

Towards the late afternoon, just
as the students entered the square,

the weather relented. The sky

turned orange and then red. A

iuiiibow arch appear-ed. As night
v
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1ell the procession continued
through the square, gay with flood

lights and lit by u full moon. It

was al'tor right when the final

columns 1)‘ sed Tien An,Mcn and

Peking, pi ii at the now China,

ended its mighty demonstration of

solidarity with tho masse. of all

china. of its [mums and historic

cities, Canton, Shanghai, Nan.

kiirg, Chung-

kirig, Mukdcu,

of its towns and -.

villages array

ed in their mil-

lions with the

working class

of the world in

an invincible

camp oi peace

and democracy.

H MOVEMEN

(Continued from page 12)

that date when the movement of

progressive intellectuals merged
with the revolutionary masses, the

iiuiin body or revolutionary intel—

lectuuls in China became and has

remained a reliable ally of the

proletariat.

It is true that on the right wing

01 the Movement there W33 3

group or bourgeois reformists re—

presented by llu Shlh, which

opposed the genuine progressives
led by the revolutionary martyr Li

'i‘u-cmlo, harbinger of Communism

in thine. But the revolutionary
intellectuals waged an uncompro—

mising and victorious struggle

against the sabotage of the re—

i'orriiists. This is a characteristic

feature of the cultural history of

china during the past thirty

years.

From the very beginning, Hu

Slnh, leader of the i'efornlists,
swatl for compromise with the

reactluliaries, He confessed that

”in July, 1917, when 1 first came

back to China, I resolved to keep
,away from politics for twenty

years.” He found “all this talk

of Guild Socialism and Marxist

Socialism, class warfare and sui»

plus value, irksomen He was

against solving social problems
fundamentally because “that would
mean passing a deuth sentence on re»

fol'mism.” once in a while he would

write a gentle essay pleading for

a merciful government. Finally

Chiang Kaishek made hun his

henchman and the American im-

perialists have hailed him as the

“democratic individualist" ]Itlr rah

rent-nor. Hu Shill’s traitorous

career is a telling record or the

unpi-incipled and_oppoi-tuiiit role

played by those bourgeois litcllec-

tuuls who did not accept the leader»

ship of the proletariat in the

revolution. Their rcrormism has

cliniaxcd in complete political and

moral bankruptcy.

Li Taechao stands opposed to this

American hirelirrg as an example

of a staunch and consistent Marxist.

This pioneer of Communism in

c iia cvcn then prophesied the

victory or" Bolshcvlsm ulld of the

people. He was uncompromising

n. his fight against l'eudalism and

imperialism rind tor that struggle

he willingly sacrificed his life. But

the torch of Msrxrsaneuinrsrn was

taken up and borne forward by his

brilliant and devoted iollcwcr, Mao

TSe-tung. Two years after the May

Fourth Movement, the communist

Party of China was founded,

Thenceforth, the anti-imperialist
and anti-feudal struggle was given

an increasingly well organized

leadership,(Cun(iiluul 011. page led)
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CURRENT CHINA

April 26.— May 10, 1950

The Capital Rejoices

Three days after Peking's big.

gest May Day parade, 80,000 of

the city's youth marched past the

Gate of Heavenly Peace to cele.

brate China’s Youth Day, May

4th. For five hours, contingents

of soldiers, workers, students and

other groups of young folk, mar.

ched, danced and sang their way

across the quarter-mile square in

a kaleidoscope of brilliant colour.

They hailed the victory of the aims

put forward by the May 4th Move.

ment 3i years ago and pledged

themselves to struggle for peace.

The parade was reviewed by Lin

Shao.chi, Vice.Chairman of the

Central People's Government,

government ofiiciiils and the Soviet

Youth Delegates.

Soviet Youth Delegation

The delegation of Soviet youth,

headed by N. A. Mikhailov, Gen.

eral Secretary of the Leninist

Young Communist League, has

been working through a full pro.

gramme of meetings, parades and

entertainments. Among the 24

delegates are Stakhanovites, wri.

ters and artists. Performances by

the artists who accompanied the

delegation have drawn huge crowds

of young people.

China‘s Youth League

The New Democratic Youth

League of China, now one year old,

had, by February, a membership

of some 1,E00,000r It now has a

great number of branches in fac.

tories. villages, Schools and the

armed services. Many League

members are labour heroes, model

farmers, outstanding students and

gallant soldiers. The League spon.

sore every sort of educational,

artistic and athletic activity and

also leads the work of the 470,000
members of the Chinese Pioneers’

Corps.

Hainan Campaign

Concluded

Hainan island was com.

pletely liberated when the

People’s Liberation Army

entered Yulin, largest port

in the south, on April 30, two

weeks after the main land.

ings on the 17th.

All organized KMT re.

sistance in the north had been

smashed by April 24, and

the PLA drove south in two

prongs along the eastern and

western coastal highways to

plant the people’s 5.star flags

in the far south of the island

six days later.

The Third Field Army, en.

trusted with the task of

liberating Taiwan, has sent

delegates to Hainan to study

the successful operations

there.

_—___-——

New Union Law

The Government Administration

Council has published a draft

trade union law for public discus—

sion which defines the legal status

and functions of trade unions in

China’s New Democratic society.

This draft, which will later be sent

to the Central People’s Government

Council for approval, gives genuine

protection 00 the Chinese trade

union movement for the first time

in history. It gives trade unions

the right to represent workers in

tho. management of public enter-

prises ss well as on labour—manage-
ment consultative councils in

prn'vate enterprises. All enterprises
must pay into the union treasury a

sum equal to 2 per cent of their

pay rolls.

A Quarter's Achievements

China's peaceful reconstruction

has made remarkable achievements

during the iii-st quarter of the

current year, according to statis

ties recently released by the

government.

Irrigation; More than 60 per cent

of the nation’s 1950 water con-

servancy projects were completed

during the first three months of

the year. Some 3,000,000 peasants,

in government pay, threw up 210,-

000,000 cubic metres of earthworks

in February and March. This

year, dykes along sections of the

Yangtze, Yellow, Hard and other

rivers will be raised one or 1%

metres above the highest 1949

flood levels.

Coal Production. State collieries

have beaten the government target

for the first quarter of the year by

5.5 per cent. Manchuria exceeded

its quota by 11 per cent, and Can-

trahSouth China by a per cent.

ltailways. By March. China's

railways had budget surpluses, had

fuliilled their transport plans, paid

$32,000,000,000 in business taxes

and invested considerable sums in

new installations. This was made

possible by eibcient management,

though passenger fares are far

lower and freight rates only one-

sixth of those imposed under the

KMT regime.

Relief Work

Relief and welfare work in Chills

will be unified under the Chinese

People‘s Relief Association, farm-

ed on April 29. The new body l -

corporates the former Chinese

Liberated Areas Relief Association

and other organizations. It will

continue the policy of helping the

people in cropdnmgeiareas main-

ly by providing work of a sadism

useful character. Soong Chins

Ling (Madame Sun Ynt-sen) and

'

Tung Pi-wu, Vice-Premier, were

———_———_———

elected Chairman and vice.Chair.

man of the Association. Soong

thing Ling (Madame Sun Yet.

son) and Tang Pi-wu. Vice.

Premier, were elected Chairman

and Vice.Chairman of the Associa-

tion.

Here and There

Grain Reshnflle. The transport
of grain ordered by East and North

China from Central-South China

has been 92 per cent completed.

Workers' Education. llliteracy

among industrial workers will be

wiped out in three to five years

under a plan announced by the

All-China Federation of Labour.

Scientist Returns. Noted geo-

logist J, s. Lee, who is also Vice.

President of the Academia Sinica,
has retumed from England to work

in China.

Evacuation. The S.S. “Gene

cl’al Gordon" sailed from Tientsill

on April 30 with 690 foreign na-

tionals on board. This completed
the exposure of American lies that

the Chinese government was delay-

ing the departure of US, nationals.

Worker Director. Famous labour

hero, Lin Ying-yuan, has been ap-

pointed director of the Peking
Power Plant.

Oil. A National Oil Conference

has laid plans to restore China’s

oil industry in three years and to

develop the rich oil resources of the

Noithwest.

Anny Veterans. Thousands of

partly disabled war Veterans are

settling in Manchuria to farm land

given to them by the government.

International

America. Seventy Chinese died

as a result of wanton violation of

maritime law and delay in rescue

work by the U.S. vessel “California

Bear," after it rammed a Chinese

ship in Pohai Bay on April 20.

France. Telegrams protesting the

dismissal of Professor Joliot»Cul‘ie

from his post as High Commission-
er for Atomic Energy have been

sent by several Chinese organiza-
tlons.

Sweden. Mr. Torsten Ludwig
Hammerstrom has been appointed
Swedish Ambassador to China and

General Keng Piau as Chinese Am-
bassador to Sweden.
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The American Government

is spending US$40,000 to re.

pair the Kim Po airfield, near

Seoul, as a base for 3.29 long.

range bombers. In January,
five other airfields were con.

structed in South Korea.

Chiang Kaishek has asked

Syngman Rhee to permit his

Americansupplied war-planes

to use these bases in attacks

on northern China.

America‘s great interest in

building Korean military air.

bases to replace those lost

with the liberation of Tsing.

tao and Shanghai is further

explained by the confessions

of two U.S. Army airmen.

E. C. Bender and w. C.

Smith landed a reconnais.

sance plane in the Shan.

tung Liberated Area in

October, 1948. They have

stated that “the objective of

the flight was to reconnoitre

the railways (and)

to discover what construe.

W

WW...-
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(Continued from page 21)

Now under the leadership of the

Chinese Communist Party, van.

guard of the proletariat, the Chin.

ese people have emerged victorious,

thrown off the yoke of imperialism

and the agesld shackles of feudal.

ism.

The seed of New Democracy sown

31 years ago by the May Fourth

Movement can now ripen to matur—

ity, The aspirations symbolized by

that day can now be fully realized.

The foreign policy of national be.

trayal has been ended forever. A

new people’s culture has been born.

The great revolutionary unity of

China and the U.S.S.R. has been

cemented by solemn treaties

The revolutionary intellectuals have

now truly merged with the pro-

letariat and the people in the

gigantic task of constructing a

New Democratic China preluding
the advance to Socialism.

US. Air Aggression

Clnire Chennault has been

active behind the scenes in

organizing an “international

air brigade" to be placed at

Chiang Kai-shek's service.

N. Castle, former US Air

Force captain and command.

er of this ‘brigailc,’ was

quoted by UP as saying: “If

the State Department con.

tinues its 'hmlds-ofi' policy

toward the group, it will be

activated by July." He added

that American F-51,B-25 and

Brit' h Lancaster planes are

being made “available" for

his collection of American,

British and Canadian dcspera.

does. Volunteers are being

recruited, Castle noted, with

enticements of v.5. Air Force

wage scales, “plus 30 per

tional projects were under.

way in Laiyang. .
The

iiyers were recently rclcasod

after they repented their art

of military aggression.

cent hazard pay." 1
WW

ARMY PRODUCTION

(Cartriiiurd from pug/13 1!!)

0n the (lay I visited the canal

project, the skies unloosed a torrent

of rain that turned the work site

into a swamp of mud. The men

kept right on working as usual. I

asked one of the soldiers carrying

a heavy load of earth why the work

did not stop when conditions were

so bad

“There are a number of reasons,"

he said. “To stop work before re.

ceiving an order to do so would be

a gross violation of the labour dis.

cipline that we are all pledged to

observe. in addition, we have sign.

ed a contract with the government

in which we agreed to continue

working whenever possible. And

as you can see, it’s still possible."

This is the kind of dctcrnnnation

and high revolutionary discipline

which has won China's revolution.

ary war. Today it guarantees the

success of the PLA's great new

campaign on the production frunt.



Two Historic Rooms

In commemoration of the Slst

Anniversary of the May Fourth

Movement, Peking University has

restored to their original form the

two historic rooms in its Red Brick

Building where Mao Tse.tung and

the late Li Tamlum once worked.

In IBIS, Li Ta-chao mnvetl into

his oliice as Chief Librarian of

National Peking University and it

was hear these two small adjoining

rooms in the east corner of the Red

Brick Building that this proletarian

thinker, and the only matured chin.

ese Marxist of that time, directed

the May Fourth Movement and

waged the ideological struggle

against the bourgeois reformist nu

Shih and other disr-upters of the

Chinese revolutionary movement

It was here that Li and the youth

around him organized the Marxist

Study Group whose members later

became the backbone of the Chin-

ese Communist Party on its rounda-

tion in 1921 at Shanghai.

Arriving in Peking from Human

at that time, Mao Tse-tung was

introduced to Li by a friendly pro»

ressor and was ordered and accept-

ed a post in the Library. The two

small rooms which he shared with

Li are once again furnished as they

were thirty years ago. There are

the immortal librarians writing

desk, the long table around which

the first Chinese Marxists confer-

red, the small three-drawer desk
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on which Comrade Mao worked, the

rattan easy chair and hook cases.

0n the wall are a photo of Li Ta.

chao, specimens of his calligraphy

and correspondence and an order

issued by the then Minister oi

Education “to suppress the Com-

munist Li Ta-chao‘s dangerous

activities."

1n the room in which Chairman

Mao had worked are his portrait

bust. photos, his manuscripts and

collections of his published works.

The two rooms are open to the

public and there is a lively interest

in this place where the early pages

of the new revolutionary China

were written

Scientific Democracy

Following the ceremony to in»

augui-ate the two Memorial Rooms,

Peking University held a series of

commemorative lectures, meetings

and entertainments. On May 2,

devoted to science, Professor Hua

Lo-keng, the mathematician, gave

a comparison of American and

Soviet science. He drew a vivid

picture of two worlds in which

science develops in opposite direc-

tions. Falling into the hands of

monopoly capital, atomic energy

in the United States is developed

to destroy mankind. In the Soviet

Union in the hands of the people,

it moves mountains and changes

the courses of rivers, serving man-

kind.

_____________—_—.——

KM'l‘ TERROR AGAINST CHINA’S STUDENTS

19454946

(soprano...

Students Dismissed ,. 024

Wounded , ..
362

Arrested 138

Killed 19

1946—1947 1947—1943 Total

(Sept-414ml (Sfi))¢.»Auy.)

1024 780 2423

758 727 1847

1267 2050 2455

15 69 103

This is lme o/ the mam] graphic displays of statistics

at the Youth Eahtbitiim in Chung Shim Park, Peking.

Professor Hua drew the lessons

for China in this comparison. “The

banners of Democracy and Science

were first lifted in china on May

Fourth 31 years ago. With the

birth of New China, we have

achieved democracy. Our task to.

day is to develop science. Let us

set to it with a will!"

Youth Exhibition

A comprehensive exhibitlan of

historical materials on the Chinese

youth movement held in Peking's

chung Shari Park shows vividly

how the glorious tradition of

China‘s youth in the fight ior de.

mocracy and national liberation has

been valiantly maintained by ii

united front of young workers,

peasants and intellectuals.

At the entrance to the exhibition

is the famous inscription from

Chairman Mao Tse-tllng: “A Spark

Can Kindle a Mighty Corinagrs.

tionl” There are pictures or Ll Ta-

chao and his young rriends or the

early revolutionary days in the

Marxist Study Group and also oi

the members or the Awakening

Society organised in 1920 by coin.

rades Chou Enslai and Tang Ylng-

cliao. These are ‘soon mllowed by

pictures of the great Pekingel‘lxn-

kow Railway Strike participated in

by the youth in 1923 which was

already a ilame that scorched the

warlords.

Ever since the May Fourth Mave-

nlellt, Unllia's youth has been in the

midst o1 tne revolutionary struggle,

and the exhibition gives
numerous

examples in the nerulsm and self-

less sacrihce or the youth through-

out the years of revolution and wur

until the Victory at today, It shows

the youth playing its part II) the
work at reconstruction and points

the lesson that these Victoria’s could

not have been achieved without the

strength o1' unity and the leader-

ship 01' the Lihlnose communist

Party.
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THE FINANCIAL AND FOOD SITUATION

m
(Continued from pope 7) ,

namely, that because of the 12 years of inflation,

most (If the urban population had bought and stored

certain amounts of grain in order to reduce losses

lrom currency inflation. In addition, with regard to

the consumption of food, because of the poverty

brought about by prolonged Warfare, there is elas<

ticity in the people's food consumption. In times of

high grain prices, people generally eat coarser

cereals and cook them with more water.

In order to ensure the people’s food supply

throughout the country, the government is trans-

porting and reshufl‘ling grain. 0n the one hand.

considerable quantit s of public grain are trans.

ported to the communication lines by every possible

means from places with surplus grain but poor

communications, 0n the other hand, in order to

reinforce the grain supplies of the devastated areas

and big cities, public grain is being transported from

provinces where last year’s harvest was good and

where there is usually surplus grain for transport
to other regions. However, no more grain is bcing

removed from these areas than in previous years,

Results Balance Costs

The cost of moving grain is high. In many

places transportation charges exceed the price of

thc'grai'ni On the average, the cost of transporting

gram is equal to its price But although the cost

or transportation is high, the transport fees have

gone to the ailiicted people and the surplus labour

force in the rural areas.

Such grain shipments are necessary for the

country as a whole and also benefit the peasants in

areas with surplus grain. If state public grain were

not transported to the devastated areas and big

cities, but were sold in surplus areas in competition

wrth‘the peasants’ grain, prices would fall sharply,

(‘nusmig losses to the peasants. Furthermore, when

there IS a grain shortage in the big cities, the costs

at lndu, rial goods increase, This not only creates

dllficulties for the urban people, but also creates

distress among the peasants in surplus grain areas

uho must exchange loWApl'iced grain for high-priced
Industrial goods.

.

The aim of the government in rcshuflljng grain
is

to transfer it from cubofetheeway areas to coin.

munlcatian lines where it can readily be transported

here and there Only by Such co—ordiuatcd read-

lustments can we supply the good needs of the whole

country.

Big maritime cities such as Shanghai, Tientsln

and Canton have long been relying on the import

0: foreign mainl This year they will he supplied

:llh grain
from within the country. Many people

his W-uTrled that grain shortages may develop in the

m: c‘l'tles
as a

result of the coastal blockade. It is

Maurie?
that—with the exception of certain i -

ma
ports, now temporarily blockaded, which

y experience temporary food shortages this year

because of exceptionally poor inland communication

facilities a all the big cities such as Peking, Tientsin,

Shanghai, Canton, Wuhan and Nanking and other

large centres in the various provinces will have

necessary food supplies,

The amount of public grain alone to be sold

on the market (including grain to be delivered after

the wheat hsiwcst but not including figures for

Northeast China) equals 9,000,000,000 titties, or

4,500,000 tons The total urban population in China

does not exceed 90,000,000. This 4,500,000 tons can

supply one—third of the population of all cities and

towns with food ror a whole year, For the state

to move such huge quantities of grain into the

cities is unprecedented in the history 0f China.

an the Question of Relieving the

Inhabitants of Deoostotcd Areas

There are 12,000,000 mom or devastated land in

Liaoshi and Jehol provinces in Manchuria, afiecting

2,000,000 people, and the Northeast People’s Govern»

ment is now carrying on relier work in these regions.

The Central People’s Government has made the

following allocations for various relier measures in

alliicted areas south of the Great Wall:

Immediate relief graineadouoopoo catties.

Grain payment tor water conservancy work

relief projects— 345,040,000 catties,

Grain agricultural loans—04,500,000 catties,

Grain invested as capital in cooperativcss

120,000,000 catties.

Grain pavinent for those taking part in trans-

port wark#200,000,000 cotties.

Grain payment for cloth manufactured by

inhabitants of devastated areas
4 126,350,000 catties.

Unhusked grain loans for peasants to be repaid

after Wheat llzn’vest!145,000,000 cutties.

Relief grain allocated by local governments——

100,000,000 catties,

The above eight items total over 1532000000

catties, or 766000 tons. If necessary, this amount

can even be appropriately increased.

1932 Relief Picture

Let us look at the “Economic Year Book of

China” and see how lunch flood relief grain was used

in 1932. According to the report of the flood relief

committee of the bogus “national government" of

that time, the following- amnunts were spent:

Relief grain _ 320,400,000 catties,

Grain for work i-elier projects—000,000,000

Battles.

Agricultural loans and seeds » 100,000,000 cutties,

Total? 1.020,400,000 cutting, 01' 510,200 tons.

of this amount, at least 300,000,000 catties, at

150,000 tons, did not reach the devastated areas,

the same source revealed.

According to the earlier-mentioned data, the

population in the amictcd areas this year is over

12,000,000 less than that of 1982. However, relief

grain allocations are 255,300 tons more than in 1932

and the afflicted areas will get all of this grain. ,

Furthermore, under the reactionary KMT pulp,




